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Abstract
The urban planning process is a complex process due to the involvement of
several stakeholders. Moreover, it is based on a huge amount of heterogeneous
data. Additionally, the quality of this data is not always good and thus
poses problems. The data quality problems are caused by the collection,
transformation, and registration processes.
Current applications supporting the urban planning process cause communication problems and the data quality is not considered. On the other
hand, most urban planning experts agree that data quality is an important
aspect to consider while analyzing an urban system. Therefore, the goal of
this PhD thesis is the inclusion of data quality dimensions in the urban planning process generating insightful interactive visualizations that support the
decision making process. The case studies are the evidence of the usefulness
of the proposals. While all of them are from the application area of urban
planning, the proposed methodology can be applied in other domains as well.
This research has three main contributions: (1) a methodology to extend data models to represent data quality features, including two new data
quality dimensions that are defined in the context of urban systems, (2) a
methodology to generate interactive applications supporting urban planning
with an extension of the visualization pipeline to represent data quality features, and (3) a set of cases studies with domain experts.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The urban planning process is a complex process due to the involvement of
several stakeholders and the requirement of a huge amount of heterogeneous
data. In order to support this process a set of tools has been developed.
These tools are specialized according to the aspect to analyze about the
urban system, e.g. Visum or Vissim to analyze the traffic flows in a city,
or Tranus to study the land use distribution. These specialized tools pose
two main challenges: communication problems between the participants and
the heterogeneity of the data. The communication problems are caused by
the use of wrong audience or methods, mistaken or confusing information
and other issues that are out of the scope of this research. To mitigate this
problem, the use of a common decision making environment is proposed.
The heterogeneity of the data might generate data inconsistencies and
mistaken or confusing information. According to Batini [5], the heterogeneity is present on three main levels: technological, semantic, and administrative level. The technological level are the format conflicts and schemes
differences between the data sources. The semantic level are the distinct
data models or dissimilar languages. Finally the administrative level are the
rights or availability problems for the use or accessibility of the information.
The data quality problems are caused by the collection, transformation, and
registration processes.
On the other hand, nowadays there is a group of urban systems that
has high rates of growth. This kind of urban systems requires facilities and
utilities development in short periods of time, as well as efficient and effective
decisions by the leaders. This group might be called fast changing urban
systems and good examples of this group of urban systems are Asian and
5

Latin American urban systems.
All communication, heterogeneity, and data quality problems are present
in most of the urban system and for fast changing systems, they are even
critical. As a result, huge amounts of money and time are wasted every
year. This problem might be reduced by using integrated tools that ease
the analysis and decision making for urban systems taking heterogeneity and
data quality issues into account.
One particular problem in most of the applications and data sources is the
quality of the data. According to English [13], poor data across businesses
and the government cost the US economy $3.1 trillion dollars in 2012. In
addition, data quality best practices boost revenue by 66%. Considering
these facts, the inclusion of the data quality dimensions in the urban planning
process might be beneficial and the impact on fast changing urban systems
would be remarkable. On the other hand, most urban planning experts agree
that data quality is an important aspect to consider while analyzing an urban
system.
The main goal of this PhD thesis is the inclusion of data quality dimensions in the urban planing process by generating insightful interactive
visualizations in order to support the decision making process. Thus, this
proposal considers the existing interactive visualizations and the proposal of
new ones for specific stages of the process. In order to achieve the main
goal of this project, there are three issues to take into account: the complexity of the data and the decision making process, the knowledge domain of
the stakeholders, and the avoidance of cognitive overload when the quality
dimensions are considered.
The methodologies presented are developed in four main iterations in
order to produce contributions and to validate them. Each iteration has a
case study associated, as well as an evaluation to get evidence supporting or
refuting a set of hypotheses related to every iteration.
Iteration I presents a first approach to integrate data quality features into
the urban planning process, by designing and implementing an application
to support the analysis of the facilities system in Bogotá. The case study
related to Iteration I is presented in Section 5.1, Analysis Task 1.
Iteration II shows a methodology to generate interactive visualizations
with data quality features to support urban planning processes (described
in Section 4.3), Analysis Task 2. In this iteration the concepts of integrated
and specialized approaches are defined, as well as the extension of the visualization pipeline. The case study for Iteration II is related to the design of
6

the facilities system in Bogotá; furthermore, the placement of new facilities
is supported by considering data quality issues simultaneously (described in
Section 5.2).
Iteration III presents a methodology to generate interactive applications
based on analysis tasks to support the urban planning process (included
in Section 4). Additionally, the methodology proposed in Iteration II is
validated and improved. The case study for this iteration aims at supporting
the visual exploration and comparison of Tappsi rides in Bogotá (as shown
in Section 5.3).
Finally, Iteration IV shows the use of streaming data, and its data quality
estimation and visualization to support the traffic analysis in Bogotá. This
iteration presents an extension of the methodologies to be used with streaming data. The case study for this iteration is related to the GPS positions of
buses in Bogotá (presented in Section 5.3).

1.1

Contributions

The main contributions of this research are:
• A methodology to extend data models to include data quality features.
Moreover, two use cases showing the applicability of the method. To
determine the data quality dimensions for the problem at hand, a selection method of DQDs depending on the analysis task is proposed.
Moreover, two new data quality dimensions are defined in the context
of urban systems that complement existing DQDs.
• A methodology to generate interactive applications in order to support urban planning. This methodology includes an extension of the
visualization pipeline to represent data quality features.
• A set of case studies with domain experts on real analysis tasks, that
proof the usability, usefulness, and effectiveness of the proposed methodologies.

1.2

Document structure

This document is structured as follows. First, the Background and Related
Work is presented (Chapter 2). The background description includes a set
7

of definitions in order to establish a formal language for urban planning and
data quality modeling and visualization. The related work is divided into two
parts: Data Quality Modeling (Section 2.2) and Data Quality Visualization
(Section 2.3).
Then, The Data Quality Modeling for Urban Systems is presented (Chapter 3) the methodology to extend data models and the new data quality dimensions. VafusQ: A Methodology to Generate Visual Analytics Applications
with DQ Features (Chapter 4) is proposed. It supports generating applications and interactive visualizations with data quality features. Furthermore,
the case studies show the applicability of the proposed methodologies (Chapter 5). Finally, challenges and opportunities are presented including further
research directions (Chapter 6).

8

Chapter 2
Background and related work
2.1
2.1.1

Definitions
Visual analytics

Visual analytics is ”the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces” (Thomas and Cook [22]). Visual analytics is a discipline that ”combines automated analysis techniques with interactive visualizations for an effective understanding, reasoning and decision making on
the basis of very large and complex datasets” (Thomas and Cook [22]).
Visual analytics aims at facilitating the analysis of complex case studies. The complexity is caused by: large datasets (size), highly connected
data (relations), multiple data sources, and multiple stakeholders or point
of views. The main idea here is to take advantage of computational power
to support the analysis empowering users with interactive visualizations and
advanced processing tools. The advanced processing tools are for example:
statistical analysis tools and sophisticated machine learning tools. All these
tools process the vast amount of information that is generated every day by
multiple sources such as: satellites, sensor networks, and social networks.
The traditional analysis process is linear and it has a single feedback loop;
however, the feedback loops for visual analytics are more complex (Keim et
al. [25], Figure 2.1). Additionally, tools and methods from other disciplines
such as data management, data mining, perception and cognition, and human
computer interaction should be used.

9

Figure 2.1: Visual Analytics pipeline. Image taken from [25].

2.1.2

Urban planning

This section will take as reference the process proposed by the European
Commission 5th Framework EESD called PROSPECTS [32], for the development of sustainable cities. Urban planning is a technical and political
process concerned with the control of the use of land and the design of the
urban environment, including transportation networks, to guide and ensure
the orderly development of settlements and communities. It concerns itself
with research and analysis, strategic thinking, architecture, urban design,
public consultation, policy recommendations, implementation and management. [41].
The process of decision making proposed by PROSPECTS [32] is presented in Figure 2.2. This process is formed by 9 interconnected stages and
associated to elements such as citizen, politician, or policy instruments. The
whole process is an iterative process that aims at optimizing the resources
and strategies to achieve the particular goals of the urban system.
The process is an iterative cycle that has to be optimized and evaluated
regularly. The sources to the process are the objectives, indicators, and
targets given by the politicians and the existing rules, thus all the information
about the scenarios to consider. The outputs of the process are strategies for
using the policy instruments such as land use or infrastructure management.

10

Figure 2.2: Process of decision making proposed by PROSPECTS. Image
taken from [32].

2.1.3

Data quality

According to Larry English and Martin Eppler, data quality might be defined
as:
The degree to which information consistently meets the requirements and expectations of all knowledge workers who require it to perform their processes. Larry English, [13].
The fitness for use of information; information that meets the
requirements of its authors, users, and administrators. Martin
Eppler, [14].
Taking into account the previous definitions and a literature review, for
this research, data quality is defined as:
Data quality is a measurement or a perception of the degree
of data’s fitness in a particular context.
11

2.1.4

Data quality dimensions

A Data Quality Dimension (DQD) is a particular indicator of an aspect of the
degree of data’s fitness. Example: The accuracy of a geospatial coordinate
might be given by the GPS (Global Positioning System) device.
In the literature there are plenty data quality dimensions. The ones
considered in this PhD thesis are selected according to the most common
failures in the urban context. Additionally, time oriented dimensions are
included due to their importance in urban planning.
According to Wang and Strong [44], data quality dimensions can be classified as intrinsic or contextual.
Intrinsic DQD
Intrinsic data quality denotes that data has its quality by itself. No additional
information is required to estimate the quality.
Accuracy Several definitions of accuracy exist in the literature such as:
Accuracy is the closeness between a value V and a value V 0 , considered
as the correct representation of the real-life phenomenon that V aims to
represent [5]. Or according to MacEachren [30], accuracy is the difference
between observation and reality, usually estimated based on knowledge of the
measurement/estimation device and of phenomena in the work. Similarly,
several types of accuracy are defined such as syntactic accuracy or semantic
accuracy.
Syntactic accuracy is the closeness between a value V and a the elements of a domain D. The main idea is to compare the value with a domain,
not with a reference value. Definition according to [5].
Semantic accuracy is the closeness between a value V and a true value
V . Semantic accuracy is similar to correctness and the metric is a boolean
(Accuracysemantic ∈ {correct, notcorrect}). Definition according to [5].
0

Lineage According to [30], lineage describes through which processes information has passed. This is a complex category that has at least the following subcomponents: number of individuals, organizations, processes through
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which information moves; specification of which individuals, organizations,
or processes. [30].
Subjectivity According to MacEachren [30], subjectivity is the extent to
which human interpretation or judgment is involved in information construction. This dimension is difficult to estimate and this measurement always
will have some level of subjectivity.
Reliability Indicates ”whether the data can be counted on to convey the
right information; it can be viewed as correctness of data.” No interpretation
in terms of data deficiencies is given [5].
Also the reliability is closely related to credibility. Credibility is a combination of factors such as reliability of the information source [30]. Reliability
may be based on past experience, introducing a subjective factor in the estimation of this data quality dimension.
Believability According to Wang and Strong [44]: ”Believability considers
whether a certain source provides data that can be regarded as true, real and
credible”.
Consequently, believability is related to a data source and the produced
data has an associated believability. This dimension can be estimated by
using objective methods (as presented in Section 2.2.2) or subjective methods
such as a judgment of an expert from previous knowledge.
Contextual DQD
Contextual data quality depends on the task at hand. As a consequence,
additional information is required to estimate the contextual DQ.
Completeness Completeness is the extent to which data are of sufficient
breadth, depth, and scope for the task at hand. [5]. From the relational data
base theory, the missing values are represented as ”null ” values.
The completeness for a register or tuple (R with n attributes A) is defined
by Equation 2.2 and the completeness for a complete data set (D with N
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registers) is given by Equation2.3.
(
0, if A = null
β=
1, otherwise
n−1
P

Completeness(R) =
NP
−1

Completeness(D) =

(2.1)

β(Ai )

i=0

n

(2.2)

Completeness(Rj )

j=0

N

(2.3)

Consistency The consistency dimension captures the violation of semantic rules defined over (a set of) data items, where items can be tuples of
relational tables or records in a file [5]. With reference to relational theory,
integrity constraints are an instantiation of such semantic rules. Consistency
is evaluated by defining a set of semantic rules and evaluating them over the
data set.
Availability Availability measures the ability of the users to access the
data from their own culture, physical status/functions, and technologies
available [5].
Time-Oriented DQD
Taking into account the time-oriented data necessary for the urban planning
process, the time-related dimensions presented below, will be adapted to the
urban process context.
Currency Currency concerns how promptly data are updated. According
to [4] and [5], currency is defined as:
Currency = Age + (DeliveryT ime − InputT ime)

(2.4)

Where Age measures how old the data unit is when received, DeliveryT ime
is the time the information product is delivered to the customer, and InputT ime
is the time the data unit is obtained. Therefore, currency is the sum of how
14

old data are when received (Age), plus a second term that measures how long
data have been in the information system, (DeliveryT ime − InputT ime).
Volatility Volatility is defined as the length of time data remains valid.
This dimension inherently characterizes certain types of data [5]. For example: stable data such as birth dates have volatility equal to 0, while stock
quotes, a kind of frequently changing data, have a high degree of volatility.
Timeliness Timeliness expresses how current data are for the task at hand.
The timeliness dimension is motivated by the fact that it is possible to have
current data that are actually useless because they are late for a specific
usage. For example: the timetable for university courses can be current by
containing the most recent data, while not being timely if it is available only
after the start of the classes.
According to [4], Timeliness is defined as,


currency
(2.5)
T imeliness = max 0, 1 −
volatility
Timeliness ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 means bad timeliness and 1 means
good timeliness.

2.2

Data quality modeling and estimation

Data Quality Modeling and Estimation aims at reviewing models to manage
data quality, as well as a set of data quality dimension estimation methods.

2.2.1

Data quality modeling

This section presents extensions for structured data models and semi structure data models (according to Batini and Scannapieco [5]), moreover one
example of each type is shown.
Extension of structured data models
The structured data models have defined rules and integrity constraints that
must be conserved after the data quality integration. The principal database
models are the Entity Relationship models. Moreover, a wide range of
15

database management systems has adopted them. As a result, many extensions for integrating the data quality dimensions into a relational model
have been proposed and accepted, one of them being presented below.
Relational model To extend the relational model, the quality dimensions
might be modeled as additional attributes. Unfortunately, the normalization
is affected due to the dependence between the existing attributes and the new
ones. To keep the normalization, a set of quality indicators and relations with
the attributes must be created in order to model the data quality dimensions.
This idea is presented in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: An extension of the relational model to support data quality
dimensions. Image from [5].

Extension of semi structured data models
The extension of semi structured data models to include the data quality
dimensions is a simple process due to the flexibility of this kind of data
models. A model associating quality values to data-oriented XML, called
Data and Data Quality (D2Q) is presented below.
D2Q model The Data and Data Quality (D2Q) model might be used in
order to certify the accuracy, consistency, completeness, and currency of data.
16

Figure 2.4: Example of D2Q quality schema. Image from [5].
The model is semi structured, thus allowing the user to export the quality
of its data with a certain degree of flexibility. Quality dimension values can
be associated with various elements of the data model, from a single value
to the whole data set. Figure 2.4 shows an example of this data model.
The main features of D2Q are:
• There is a data class and a data schema to represent the domain data.
• There is a quality class and a quality schema to model the quality of
the data.
• There is a quality association function that links nodes of the graph
representing the data schema to nodes of the graph representing the
quality schema.

2.2.2

Data quality dimensions

In this section, work related to DQD including custom metrics, definitions,
and novel estimation methods is presented.

17

A new approach to measure believability dimension of data quality
Moossavizadeh et al. [34] present a literature review about believability definition and estimation methods. Additionally, a novel estimation method is
proposed considering other dimensions. The definition of believability according to the authors is: ”Believability is the extent in which the data is
accepted, in a specific environment and in accordance with relevant rules; as
true, or as item which seems to be true, real and credible”. The acceptability is clearly related to believability, however the term may be ambiguous.
Consequently, a clear and practical estimation method is required.
The criteria to define the estimation method includes four DQDs: accuracy (A), consistency with rational and organizational rules (O), resources
appropriateness (R), and consistency with previous experiments (X). The
values of all dimensions are normalized to the range [0, 1]. The aggregation
of believability is the sum of all the DQDs, additionally each dimension has
a weight W associated. The estimation method is shown in Equation 2.6.

Believability =

(WA · A) + (WO · O) + (WR · R) + (WX · X)
A+O+R+X

(2.6)

The six primary dimensions for data quality assessment
Askman et al. [3] present a review of data quality dimensions and their
applications in business and industry. Additionally, a process to assess data
quality is presented.
1. Identify data items to be assessed for data quality. Usually, those are
the critical items for the business operations and management reports.
2. Select which data quality dimensions are relevant.
3. Define the estimation methods and range values for each DQD.
4. Perform the data quality assessment.
5. Analyze the results and verify is the quality is acceptable or not.
6. Propose and apply corrective and preventive actions to clean data and
prevent future recurrences.
7. Repeat the complete process and monitor periodically.
18

The six core dimensions according to the authors are: completeness,
uniqueness, timeliness, validity, accuracy, and consistency. The definition of
each dimension according to Askman et al. [3] are summarized in Table 2.1.
DQD

Definition

Completeness The proportion of stored
data against the potential of
”100% complete”
Uniqueness
No thing will be recorded
more than once based upon
how that thing is identified
Timeliness
The degree to which data
represent reality from the required point in time
Validity
Data is valid if it conforms
to the syntax (format, type,
range) of its definition

Accuracy

Consistency

The degree to which data
correctly describes the ”real
world” object or event being
described
The absence of difference,
when comparing two or more
representations of a thing
against a definition

Unit
of
Measure
Percentage

Related
dimension
Validity and
accuracy

Percentage

Consistency

Time

Accuracy

Percentage

Accuracy,
completeness, consistency, and
uniqueness
Validity

Percentage

Percentage

Validity, accuracy and
uniqueness

Table 2.1: Summary of six core DQD according to Askman et al. [3].

Data quality in web applications: a state of the art
Caro et al. [9] present the state of the art of the data quality in web applications. The most common problems are: outdated information, design
problems that make users access to information difficult, publication of inconsistent information and obsolete links. Another important issue is the
19

integration of structured and non-structured data. Further, the demand of
real time services and the dynamism on the web can affect quality. The authors present methods of data quality evaluation and finally they summarize
the quality dimensions considered for the web. The most frequent quality
dimension are: Accuracy (Accurate), in 60% of the works; Completeness,
in 50% of the works; Timeliness (Timely), in 40% of the works; Concise
(Concise representation), Consistent (Consistent representation), Currency
(Current), Interpretability, Relevance, Secure (Security), in 30% of the studies; and Accessibility (Accessible), Amount of data (Appropriate amount of
information), Availability, Credibility, Objectivity, Reputation, Source Reliability, Traceability (Traceable), Value added, in 20% of the works.
Representing data quality for streaming and static data
Klein et al. [26] propose a meta model for streaming and static data. Additionally, an extension of the RDBMS is presented in order to represent the
proposed meta model. The context of this work is developed in an industrial
environment where sensors are critical for the monitoring and automation
process.
The data quality dimensions taken into account are: accuracy and completeness. The authors discuss about the different possibilities to extend the
RDBMS meta model in order to include the DQ and streaming data. In
order to estimate the DQ and to model streaming data, jumping windows
are used. However, the size of the windows is not clearly defined.
Representing data quality in sensor data streaming environments
Klein and Lehner [27] present a data quality modeling and estimation method
for streaming sensor data. The application of this work is industrial environments that require several sensors and real time monitoring. Moreover,
data quality monitoring is important for the analysis and decision making
process. The data quality dimensions considered in this work are: accuracy,
confidence, completeness, data volume, and timeliness.
Accuracy The accuracy of a numeric measurement value defines a systematic error a, such that the real value v is in the interval [v − a; v + a].
Confidence The confidence of a numeric data item is given as the statistical
error  defining the interval [v − ; v + ].
20

Completeness The completeness c is the ratio of originally measured values
vj (tb ≤ j ≤ te ) compared to the size of the analyzed stream partition.
Data volume The data volume describes the amount of raw data used to
compute the result of a data stream (sub)query.
Timeliness The timeliness u defines the age of a data item vj as the difference between the current time and the timestamp of the data recording
tj .
The authors propose a set of data modifying operators in order to estimate the data quality. The modifiers are: join if synchronic streams, timestamp join of asynchronous streams, and windows join of unordered streams.
Similarly, a set of data generating operators is proposed, as well as data reducing operators. Additionally, the authors present a method to estimate
the DQDs by using sliding windows. Finally, a discussion about the window
size definition is presented.

2.2.3

Data models

Multi-Level data structure for data integration and analysis task
modeling in urban planning
The multi-level data structure proposed by Ibarra [29] includes a workflow to
create applications and an urban system model (USM). Here, only the urban
system model will be considered.
The urban system model consists of a set of three main components:
structural set (R), analyst representation set (P ), and visualization set (V ).
As a result, U SM = {R, P, V }.
The structural set R is a set of spatial objects and its associated data
is organized hierarchically. The spatial object (SOB) is a representation of
any dynamic feature in an urban system. Additionally, the spatial objects
can be grouped by using layers called levels of granularity LoG or groups as
shown in Figure 2.5. The data in the USM is represented by using a graph
in a data layer (Figure 2.5). Moreover, the data can be related or generated
by using data functions.
The analyst representation set P is the connection between an analyst
and the USM. The main idea here is to represent several points of views and

21

Figure 2.5: Urban system model proposed by Ibarra [29].
analysts. This relation will affect the visual mapping in order to provide
several views for the same data.
The visualization set V uses visual objects to represent visually any component in the structural hierarchy layer. In this component, all the visual
objects are arranged in a scene graph with three branches: focus, context,
and extra branch.

2.3

Data quality visualization

This section presents the state of the art in data quality and uncertainty
visualization. It is divided into two categories: theoretical foundations and
applications. The theoretical foundations category contains all the basis of
data quality visualizations including visualization techniques and design criteria to generate or enrich visualizations with data quality features. The
applications category includes examples and use cases of visualizations with
data quality features; therefore, there are applications with focus on the data
representation with data quality features (known as integrated approach, Sec22

tion4.3) and applications with focus exclusively to data quality visualizations
(called specialized approach, Section4.3) .

2.3.1

Theoretical foundations

Visualization pipeline
Card et al. [8] introduced the visualization pipeline (Figure 2.6). The visualization pipeline describes a process to create visual representations of data.
The pipeline consists of three sequential steps, where the input is raw data
and the output is a set of views representing the data. All the steps can be
influenced through interaction by the user.
Data transformations: In this step, the raw data are prepared for visualization. The raw data is structured by using data tables and a meta model
(e.g., relational meta model).
Visual mappings: In this step, the data tables are converted to visual
structures. The visual structures are graphical variables such as position,
color, and size, among others. The visual structures can be influenced by
human interaction.
View transformations: In this step, the visualizations are transformed
into views showing the complete visualization or only part of it. Here, the
user can modify views interactively.

Figure 2.6: Visualization pipeline proposed by Card et al. [8]
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Figure 2.7: Reconstruction of the medieval Kaiserpfalz: Uncertainty about
the true architecture is encoded into transparency (example of utilization of
free graphical variables). Image taken from [17]
Visualizing uncertainty for improved decision making
Grithe and Schumann [17] present a general view on uncertainty with respect
to an accepted information model. They justify and explain the importance
of uncertainty for decisions. They analyze the available methods for visualizations and recommend methods, for example encoding uncertainty by using
transparency (Figure 2.7). Further, new ideas are derived for an improved visual decision support (Figure 2.8). One of the most important contributions
is the discussion about how to visualize uncertainty: utilization of free graphical variables, integration of additional graphical objects, use of animation,
interactive representation, or addressing other human senses.
Visual semiotics and uncertainty visualization: an empirical study
MacEachren et al. [31] present a detailed review of uncertainty encoding
including as reference the works of McEachren et al. [30] and Griethe and
Schumann [18]. They propose an empirical approach in order to define which
visual features are accepted to encode uncertainty. First, a conceptualization
of uncertainty is performed taking as reference the proposal of McEachren
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Figure 2.8: Uncertainty visualization examples. Left: Usage of color to indicate different degrees of uncertainty in a future environmental setting (example of utilization of free graphical variables). Right: Uncertainty vector
glyphs (arrows) over Monterey Bay indicate magnitude and directional uncertainty in a flow vector field (example of integration of additional graphical
objects). Image taken from [17]
et al. [30].
Two experiments were designed for two different groups of users. The
first experiment aimed at assessing intuitiveness with a large group of participants that have basic knowledge of visualization (students, most of them).
This experiment established which features are right, acceptable, or unacceptable to map uncertainty. The results were that fuzziness, location, and
value are adequate to map uncertainty; arrangement, size, and transparency
are acceptable; and saturation, hue, orientation, and shape are unacceptable.
The second experiment was a symbol test in map displays. This experiment
was performed with experts in geo-visualization and it aimed at defining the
scale to represent the data quality. The results were that most of the participants considered that a scale with 3 categories is enough, while some of the
participants considered that 5 categories are good. This empirical approach
validates most of the theoretical foundations for uncertainty visualization.
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Figure 2.9: Visual variables applied to point sets, for the first experiment.
Image taken from [31]
Visualizing uncertainty in geo-spatial data
Pang [36] focuses on how computer graphics and visualization can help users
analyzing high volumes of geo-spatial data. A review of uncertainty definitions and modeling is presented as well as the challenges of visualization. The
most relevant challenges are mapping uncertainty to graphical attributes and
using animation to convey uncertainty. Furthermore two cases studies are
presented, one to visualize the uncertainty of an Ocean Modeling application
(Figure 2.10) and the other to analyze earth Observing system (EOS) data
for histogram visualization (Figure 2.11).

2.3.2

Applications

The applications category includes examples and use cases of visualizations
with data quality features. Therefore, there are applications with focus on
the data representation with data quality features (known as integrated approach, Section 4.3) and applications with focus exclusively to data quality
visualizations (called specialized approach, Section4.3).
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Figure 2.10: (a) Scatter plot. Mean salinity values increase towards the
bottom, while uncertainty values increase towards the right. (b) Scatter
plot. A 2D transfer function is used to identify 5 different regions. (c)
Volume rendering with uncertainty-to-opacity mapping. Images taken from
[36].
Integrated approach
The integrated approach aims a representing the data and simultaneously the
data quality in order to support the analysis (further details can be found in
Section 4.3).
Visualizing financial information quality using heat maps and semantic data quality rating system Batnagar [6] presents an automatic
generation of heat maps by using business rules based on information quality
ratings to each information element in order to display outliers. The proposed
methodology includes several stages of analysis in order to generate the business rules to establish the criteria. After the business rules generation, a
quality rating setup is done. Finally, a data quality heat map visualization is
generated. This methodology was implemented by using XBRL (eXtensible
Business Reporting Language) and Microsoft Excel. In Figure 2.12, a heat
map example for a balance sheet is shown.
This works presents some interesting visualizations that might be extended to visualize the data quality dimensions, the heat maps and the automatic generation are a potential contribution to the proposed method.
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Figure 2.11: (a) The bottom plane is the mean field colored from non-forest
(cyan) to closed forest (red). The upper plane is generated from three fields:
the bumps on the surface is from the standard deviation field and colored
by the interquartile range; and the heights of the vertical bars are from the
absolute value of the difference between the mean and median fields colored
according to the mean field on the lower plane. (b) Histogram cube. Two
slices of the volume depict the histogram of each point along two lines across
the 2D field. Images and descriptions taken from [36].
Profiler: integrated statistical analysis and visualization for data
quality assessment Profiler is a visual analysis tool for assessing quality
issues in tabular data [24]. The main features of Profiler are: extensible
system architecture, automatic view suggestion, and scalable summary visualizations. This work presents the data quality dimensions as anomalies:
missing data, erroneous data, inconsistent data, extreme values, and key violations. Each of these anomalies has an associated data quality dimension.
Missing data is related to completeness, erroneous data and extreme values
to accuracy, and inconsistent data and key violations to consistency.
Profiler uses coordinated views in order to represent the data and achieve
the data quality representation. Figure 2.13 shows an example from a movies
dataset. At the top of each visualization is a summary bar that shows the
quality of the data: the gray color represents missing data, while the red color
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Figure 2.12: Data quality heat map of a balance sheet. Image taken from [6]

Figure 2.13: Profiler visualizations. Image taken from [24].
represents errors in the data. One important feature of this visualization is
that the data representation and the data quality are integrated in the same
visualization. On the other hand, the provided interaction includes filter and
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Figure 2.14: Proposed visualizations by Collins et al.: bubble border (top)
and gradient border (bottom). Image taken from [11]
select. The filtering uses semantic criteria known as Schema Browser and
quality criteria known as Anomaly Browser.
Visualization of uncertainty in lattices to support decision-making
Collins et al. [11] present an interactive visualization of text including uncertainty. They present a case study that uses text generated from translators.
They propose 2 visualizations: bubble border and gradient border and an
evaluation of these visualizations is discussed in detail. The bubble border
uses border thickness, hue and transparency to encode uncertainty. The
gradient border uses blurring of the edges through a gradient and variable
transparency. An example of the 2 visualizations is shown in Figure 2.14.
This proposal for text data might be enriched and extended to spatial and
temporal data required by most of the urban planning process that uses a
scenario technique.
XmdvToolQ: quality-aware interactive data exploration Rundensteiner et al. [38] presented XmdvToolQ, a tool to facilitate activities related
to interactive data analysis including quality awareness. The included data
quality issues are reliability and completeness. Moreover, the authors propose additional quality measures normalized to the range from zero (lowest
quality) to one (highest quality), and an abstraction quality to reduce them.
Parallel coordinates were used encoding the quality using the line width,
while the color hue encodes the data as shown in Figure 2.15.
XmdvToolQ implements an integrated approach using parallel coordinates. Data quality is encoded in the line width. This representation causes
occlusion problems and it requires additional interaction techniques such as
brushing and filtering. Additionally, XmdvToolQ used a normalized scale
from zero to one for the data quality measures. In contrast, data quality
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Figure 2.15: XmdvToolQ visualization technique to encode data quality.
Left: data quality encoding using line width. Rigth: data after filtering out
by using data quality brushing. Image taken from [38]
dimensions for urban planning support include binary and continuous unbounded data, besides continuous normalized one.
Wrangler: interactive visual specification of data transformation
scripts Kandel et al. [23] present an application to analyze and specify
the data quality assessment and cleaning process. The authors propose a set
of scripts and an interactive way to log all the applied scripts as well as the
result data of each process. The data quality issues considered are missing
values, misspelled data, duplicates, and outliers. The graphical variable considered in this work is mainly color. Additionally, the authors present a test
comparing the application with excel by using 3 tasks.
Visual analysis of uncertainties in ocean forecasts for planning and
operation of off-shore structures Höllt et al. [19] present an application for exploration of ocean forecast representing the risk for the off-shore
structures and its respective uncertainty. The uncertainty is visualized by
using histograms while representing the sea level. The risk is color coded by
using red, yellow, and green color meaning high, medium, and low risk. The
application provides a 3D view to visualize the geographical situation while
a 2D view complements the analysis. The data to analyze is provided by a
set of simulations that include the uncertainty.
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Figure 2.16: Wrangler interface: in the left part are the executed scripts,
while in the right part are the result data. Image taken from [23]

Figure 2.17: Screenshot of the application supporting the visual analysis
of uncertainties in ocean forecasts for planning and operation of off-shore
structures. From right to left: the histogram representing uncertainty, a 3D
view showing the standard deviation of the sea level, and a visualization of
risk along time (x-axis: timestamps and y-axis: sea level). Image taken from
[19]
Specialized approach
The specialized approach aims at representing the data quality in a detailed
way in order to support quality analysis (Section4.3).
Quality maps Xie et al. [49] introduced quality maps, a visualization technique that represents the data quality for a data set. This technique takes
each attribute of the data set and represents its quality by using stripes.
Every data quality is color coded by using the color value (brightness). Ad-
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Figure 2.18: Quality maps technique to visualize data quality: each strip
represents (left side) an attribute and the total quality is summarized by
record and for each attribute. Image taken from [49]
ditionally, there are summary stripes for each attribute and for every record.
Further, a histogram quality map is presented. The interaction is guided by
the quality issues. Quality brushing with N-dimensional brushes is proposed
in this paper.
The quality maps represent various data quality dimensions simultaneously. However, all data quality dimensions have to be on a continuous,
normalized scale from 0 to 1. Data for urban planning support includes
binary and continuous unbounded scales, besides a continuous normalized
one.
DaVis: a tool for visualizing data quality DaVis or Data Quality Visualizer is a data quality visualization tool [40]. In DaVis, seven data quality dimensions are described: accuracy, completeness, coherence, relevance,
timeliness, accessibility, and interpretability. However, only the visualization
of accuracy, completeness, and coherence is considered. Besides, DaVis poses
three main question to be supported by visualization:
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1. Does the data set contain duplicate or invalid values?
2. Does the data set contain missing values?
3. What are the differences between two versions of a data set?
The visualization of datasets in DaVis uses color coding in order to represent the data values. In Figure 2.19(a) a schematic representation of this
visualization technique is presented. In addition, Figure 2.19(c) presents a
visualization to highlight the zero values for the IRIS dataset, while Figure 2.19(d) represents the duplicate rows in a vehicle dataset. Also, one remarkable task supported by DaVis is the comparison between two datasets:
in Figure 2.19(c) the visualization of two datasets and the differences between them are presented. For the comparison task, it is possible to have the
complete dataset and the differences highlighted, or only the differences.
Visualizing flow of uncertainty through analytical processes Wu et
al. [48] propose an uncertainty assessment method and a visualization system. They present a model of uncertainty assessment, transformation, and
propagation through an analytical system. The uncertainty is estimated by
using a statistical approach based on the covariance matrix. For the visualization, a set of glyphs was designed in order to represent the uncertainty of
every input and output of each step for a complete process. The proposed
visualization shows all the data flow of the process and the uncertainty along
the process (Figure 2.20). However, the focus is on the uncertainty. As a
result, this work follows the specialized approach. The major advantage of
this work is the possibility to be applied to multiple practical applications.
However, the visualization only represents the overall data quality.
A data quality dashboard for reliability data Gitzel et al. [16] present
a dashboard to represent the reliability of data monitoring in an industrial
environment. The case study is placed in an industrial environment and the
proposal comes from product manufacturers. The authors present a review
of reliability estimation algorithms and identify a set of data quality metrics
such as: sample size, consistency, data cleanness, data completeness, level of
detail, and trustworthiness. The visualization is a traffic-light style for the
different data quality metrics as shown in Figure 2.21.
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(a) Schematic representation of the DaVis (b) DaVis showing differences between
visualization technique.
datasets.

(c) Visualization of zeros values.

(d) Visualization of duplicate rows.

Figure 2.19: Visualization provided by DaVis. Images from [40].
Visual data quality analysis for taxi GPS data Wang et al. [45]
present a novel visualization method to find data quality problems in raw taxi
GPS data. The method consists of 5 steps: feature calculation, distribution
visualization, interactive filtering, detail visualization, and known quality
problem detection and separation.
1. Feature calculation: 19 features are defined, a subset of them are:
the number of sampling points, the total travel distance, the sum of
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Figure 2.20: Visualization of the uncertainty flow along an analytical process.
Image taken from [48]

Figure 2.21: Dashboard to represent the reliability of data monitoring in an
industrial environment. Image taken from [16]
turning angles, and the min, max, recsum, and logsum of the turning
angle, the segment distance, the segment time interval, and the segment average speed. Problems with these features mean data quality
problems, e.g., a low number of sampling points causing missing data
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Figure 2.22: Detail visualization showing different data quality problems.
(a) Temporal distribution. (b) Spatial distribution. (c) A trajectory with
several outliers. (d) A trajectory with few points. Image taken from [45]
(Figure 2.22d).
2. Distribution visualization: The anomalies considered are outliers
in the trajectories (Figure 2.22c). As a result, views for temporal and
spatial distribution are provided as shown in Figures 2.22a and 2.22b
respectively.
3. Interactive filtering: The user can filter or cluster the trajectories
manually.
4. Detail visualization: This view consists of a map with the detailed
trajectories and a timeline showing the trajectories through time.
5. Known quality problem interface: By using a SVM classifier assisted by the user, the system can classify the trajectories according to
their data quality values.

2.3.3

Conclusion

Several works were reviewed, however only 12 were selected and summarized
in this section. Table 2.2 summarizes the reviewed works considering the use
of data quality dimensions (DQD) or uncertainty.
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Work
Visualizing uncertainty for improved decision
making [17].
Visual semiotics and uncertainty visualization: an empirical study [31].
Visualizing uncertainty in geo-spatial data
[36].
Visualizing financial information quality using heat maps and semantic data quality rating system [6].
Profiler: integrated statistical analysis and
visualization for data quality assessment [24].
Visualization of uncertainty in lattices to
support decision-making [11].
XmdvToolQ: quality-aware interactive data
exploration [38].
Wrangler: interactive visual specification of
data transformation scripts [23].
Visual analysis of uncertainties in ocean forecasts for planning and operation of off-shore
structures [19].
Quality maps [49].
DaVis: a tool for visualizing data quality
[40].
Visualizing flow of uncertainty through analytical processes [48].
A data quality dashboard for reliability [16].
Visual data quality analysis for taxi GPS
data [45].

Category
Theoretical

Data quality
Uncertainty

Theoretical

DQD

Theoretical

Uncertainty

Integrated

DQD

Integrated

DQD

Integrated

Uncertainty

Integrated

Uncertainty

Integrated

DQD

Integrated

Uncertainty

Specialized
Specialized

DQD
DQD

Specialized

Uncertainty

Specialized
Specialized

DQD
DQD

Table 2.2: Summary table for the related work.
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Chapter 3
Data quality modeling for
urban systems
3.1

Extension of the data model

The extension of the data quality model is inspired by the proposal of Batini
and Scannapieco [5] presented in Section 2.2.1. The process to extend a data
model in order to include data quality dimensions is described below. As a
result, an integral data model is generated (data and data quality included).
A data model is required for each case study.
The prerequisites of the extension are:
1. A data model must be defined for a given case study.
2. All the entities for the data model are clearly described.
3. All links between the entities are identified.
The process to extend the model is presented in Figure 3.1. The process
consists of three steps: DQ item generation, DQ item relation, and DQ item
estimation.

3.1.1

DQ item generation

A DQ item is a set of DQDs suitable for an element of a dataset. Every
attribute of the data model should have a related DQ item. To build the DQ
item, the selection of DQDs (presented in Section 3.2) must be performed
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Figure 3.1: Process to extend a data model with DQ features.

Figure 3.2: Process to estimate the DQ item for an entity of the data model.
in order to know which DQDs are suitable for the case study. Then, after
selecting the DQDs, every attribute of the data model is reviewed in order
to define the valid DQDs.

3.1.2

DQ item relation

The DQ item relation step aims at defining the dependencies between different DQ items. The entities in the data model have a set of attributes with
several associated DQ items. Moreover, the DQ item could have different
DQDs depending on the attribute. Consequently, in order get the DQ item
for the entity, a set of integration functions must be defined (as shown in
Figure 3.2).
Integration functions
Each DQD should have a function combining the values for the different
attributes associated to it. The function can be average, weighted average,
minimum, or maximum.
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DQD
Accuracy
Consistency
Completeness
Believability
Volatility
Currency
Timeliness

Average

Weighted average

Minimum

Maximum

Table 3.1: Integration functions according to the DQD
Average: This function is suitable when the DQD values have the same
scale or are in the same range and they have the same importance, e.g.,
normalized values zero to one (V alue(DQD) ∈ [0 : 1]).
Weighted average: This function is suitable when DQD values have the
same scale and when they are not equally important.
Minimum: This function is suitable for particular DQDs when the lower
value must be selected, e.g., timeliness or volatility.
Maximum: This function is suitable when the higher value must be used,
e.g., currency or accuracy.
The integration function is defined according to the DQD. Table 3.1 summarizes the possible integration functions for different DQD.

3.1.3

DQ item estimation

The DQ item estimation step aims at defining the DQD estimation methods
for all the DQ items, as well as the integration functions (Section 3.1.2)
for the DQ items related to entities. As a result, a set of DQD estimation
methods and integration functions are defined.
Finally, after the generation and estimation of every DQ item, they are
added to each attribute and entity. As a consequence, the data model is
extended and it includes the DQ.
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3.2

Selection of data quality dimensions

The process described in this section selects a set of data quality dimensions
to be included into the data model for each case study. The selection of
the data quality dimensions depends on the data types (DQDDataT ype ), the
type of analysis task(s) associated to the case study (DQDAnalysisT ask ) and
the specific subtasks from the users (DQDSubtask ). The selection process is
performed by applying Equation 3.1.
DQD = DQDDataT ype ∩ (DQDAnalysisT ask ∪ DQDSubtask )

3.2.1

(3.1)

DQD selection depending on the data type

The data types frequently used in urban planing are spatial, temporal, and
scalars.
DQD for spatial data
For spatial data, the suitable DQDs are accuracy, consistency, and completeness. For accuracy, the syntactic accuracy for static and dynamic data can
be estimated.
For static data, syntactic accuracy may be estimated: (1) by using a
domain to define a geographical position where the phenomenon occurs, or
(2) by getting the accuracy value from the capture device. For the dynamic
data all the valid options for the static data may be used; moreover, a domain
might be related to the dynamics of the data, e.g., the velocity of a car.
To estimate consistency, a set of semantic rules defined by the experts
may be used. Finally, for completeness, it is possible to identify values of
reference or rules by using the open world assumption (OWA). For example,
to estimate the completeness of a dataset, it is useful to know that there are
20 localities in Bogotá.
DQD for temporal data
For temporal data, it is possible to have data with a single time stamp
or with multiple time stamps. This situation will determine if the data is
periodical or not. For single time stamp or non periodical data, the related
DQD is currency. On the other hand, for periodic data the suitable DQDs
are currency and timeliness.
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DQD/Data Type
Accuracy
Consistency
Completeness
Believability
Currency
Timeliness

Spatial

Temporal

Scalar

Table 3.2: Selection of DQD according to the data types.
DQD for scalar data
For scalar data, the suitable DQDs are accuracy, consistency, completeness,
and believability. The accuracy estimation is possible by using three options:
1. By taking the accuracy value from the data source.
2. By defining a domain that represents the phenomenon to analyze.
3. By using a subjective value estimate by an expert.
For consistency, semantic rules defined by experts can be used. The
completeness can be estimated by using the open world assumption (OWA),
when there are reference values or by using the closed world assumption
(CWA).
The believability can be estimated by using:
1. The believability of the data source.
2. By estimating the value using an objective method based on accuracy,
completeness, and consistency (as shown in Sections 2.1.4 and 3.5.1).
3. By using a subjective estimation.
Table 3.2 summarizes the DQDs according to their data types.

3.2.2

DQD selection depending on the analysis type

The DQD selection depending on the analysis task type takes as reference
the types of analysis tasks proposed by Ibarra [29]: observation, evaluation,
alternatives generation, and alternatives assessment. In order to establish
which DQDs are suitable for each type of analysis task, a set of questions is
defined and their related DQDs are identified.
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DQD for observation
The observation task consists of closely observing the system and its state
variables over a period of time. The associated questions and DQDs are
shown in Table 3.3.
Question
Is the data represented correctly?
Is the data complete?
How old is the data?
How timely is the data?
Is the data valid?
Can I trust the data?
Is the data accessible?

DQD
Accuracy
Completeness
Currency
Timeliness
Consistency
Reliability, believability, and reputation
Accessibility

Table 3.3: Selection of DQDs for the observation task.

DQD for evaluation
The evaluation task is an assessment of the system state. This task has a
set of impact variables (IV ) associated to represent the assessment. The
evaluation is performed after the observation task. The suitable DQDs for
an evaluation task are presented in Table 3.4.
Question
How was the IV estimated?
How good is the estimation of the IV?
How old is the estimation of the IV?
How timely is the estimation of the IV?
Are the IV valid?

DQD
Subjectivity
Reliability and accuracy
Currency
Timeliness
Consistency

Table 3.4: Selection of DQDs for the evaluation task.

DQD for alternatives generation
The alternatives generation task is the change in the decision variables (DV )
to modify the impact variables (IV ). The valid DQDs for this type of analysis
task are shown in Table 3.5.
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Question
Who generates the alternative?
How is the alternative generated?
Is the alternative complete?
How timely is the alternative?
Is the alternative valid?
How old is the alternative?

DQD
Subjectivity, believability, and reputation
Subjectivity, believability, and reputation
Completeness
Timeliness
Consistency
Currency

Table 3.5: Selection of DQDs for the alternatives generation task.
DQD for alternatives assessment
The alternatives assessment task is the selection between two or more alternatives by using a subjective rule. The suitable DQDs for the alternative
assessment task are summarized in Table 3.6.
Question
Who generates the alternatives?
How are generated the alternatives?
Are the alternatives complete?
How timely are the alternatives?
Are the alternatives valid?
How old are the alternatives?

DQD
Subjectivity, believability, reputation
Subjectivity, believability, reputation
Completeness
Timeliness
Consistency
Currency

Table 3.6: Selection of DQDs for the alternatives assessment task.

3.2.3

DQD Selection for specific subtasks

This process considers two roles: experts in urban planning, and experts
in data quality or data managers. This definition of two roles is inspired
by the urban planing process work flow, where frequently urban planning
experts work with data managers that process all the data and produce the
visualizations for the analysis. The selection process presented here focuses
on data managers.
The particular subtasks depend on the respective case study. As an example, a set of suitable subtasks is:
• How complete is the dataset?
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• How believable is the dataset?
• How updated is the dataset?

3.3

Extending a multi-level data structure for
data integration and analysis task modeling in urban planning

The multi-level data structure proposed by Ibarra [29] includes an urban
system model (USM) (described in Section 2.2.3). For the extension process,
the structural set R will be considered, because it has all the entities and the
data of the model. The entities for this model are the spatial objects (SOB),
the groups (Group), and the levels of granularity (LoG). On the other hand,
the attributes are the Data.

3.3.1

DQ item generation

The DQ items for this data model are related to: SOBs, Groups, LoGs, and
Data. The components of each DQ item will be defined depending on the
data type and the analysis task type by performing the selection of DQDs
described in Section 3.2.

3.3.2

DQ item relation

The DQ item relation causes a graph similar to the data layer for the USM.
As a result, a new layer will be added to the USM (shown in Figure 3.3).
The DQ item relations are generated by using two criteria: (1) by using a
data function from the USM definition and (2) by defining custom function
integration. The relation between the USM elements and the DQ items is
represented by using a red line, while the relation between data function and
function integration is represented by a red dashed line. Finally, a relation
between DQ items is represented by blue lines.

3.3.3

DQ item estimation

Depending on the components of the DQ items, the estimation methods will
be defined for each case study.
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Figure 3.3: Extension of the USM to include data quality features.

3.4

Extending a GIS data model

The GIS data model is widely used in urban planning and other research
areas. The data quality of GIS data has been studied before, e.g., by
MacEachren et al. [30]. However, data quality was studied using the uncertainty approach. The data quality features considered by the standards
or cartographic organizations are: lineage, positional accuracy, attribute accuracy, semantic accuracy, completeness, and logical consistency (according
to Devillers [12]). Consequently, the extension of a GIS data model focuses
on the geographic information and the additional data simultaneously (see
integrated approach, Section 4.3).
In literature are several data models for GIS are proposed. As an example,
a single GIS layer will be used (as shown in Figure 3.4). The extension of
this data schema is described below.
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Figure 3.4: Data schema of a GIS layer. Image from Kottman and Reed [28].

3.4.1

DQ item generation

The entities for this data model are the features and the feature collection.
The attributes are the property name, the property value, and thegeometry.
Every entity and attribute will have a DQ item linked to it. The definition
of the DQ item depends on the DQD selected by using the process presented
in Section 3.2.

3.4.2

DQ item relation

The DQ item relations depend on the case study. However, if there are
columns dependent of other columns, an integration function is defined. The
extension of the GIS single layer is shown in Figure 3.5.

3.4.3

DQ item estimation

The estimation methods for each element of the DQ item will be selected for
each case study as they depend on the data and entity types.
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Figure 3.5: Extension of a GIS layer to include DQ features.

3.5

Custom DQD estimation methods for the
urban system context

3.5.1

Believability

Believability is the degree with which data is accepted or regarded as true,
real, and credible [5]. Based on the proposal of Moossavizadeh et al. [34]
(described in Section 2.2.2), a believability custom metric is proposed and
defined by Equation 3.2. Here, Bk is the believability of an attribute of entity
k, Asyn is the syntactic accuracy, Asem is the semantic accuracy, Aspa is the
spatial accuracy, C is the consistency, and Wsyn , Wsem , Wspa , Wc are weights
to define the influence of each metric. When all the dimensions are equally
important: Wsyn = Wsem = Wspa = Wc = 1.

Bk =

(Wsyn ∗ Asyn + Wsem ∗ Asem + Wspa ∗ Aspa + Wc ∗ C)
(Wsyn + Wsem + Wspa + Wc )

(3.2)

The metric definition considers the four most important data quality dimensions for spatial data in urban planning: syntactic accuracy, semantic
accuracy, spatial accuracy, and consistency. Additionally, the metric can
be calibrated by users by changing the weights Wsyn , Wsem , Wspa , and Wc
according to the application.
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Using Equation 3.2, it is possible to get the believability of an attribute
or entity. However, it is more interesting to get the believability of a data
source. Consequently, by using Equation 3.3, it is possible to compute the
believability of a data source. Here, Bs is the believability of a data source S
with N registers and Bk is the believability of a single register. For example,
the believability of GPS positions of a bus would be estimated by estimating
the believability over all the logged positions.
N −1
1 X
·
Bk
Bs =
N i=0

3.5.2

(3.3)

Spatial accuracy

The spatial accuracy is a special case of semantic accuracy for spatial data.
As the spatial data is important for traffic and transport analysis, this custom
metric is used to support a more informed scenarios of analysis. Similarly
to the semantic accuracy, the spatial accuracy is estimated by defining a
domain and verifying if the values are in the domain. The domain is related
to a phenomenon to model or a constraint.
• Let us consider a spatial attribute (at) or a set of spatial attributes
such as position (p) or trajectory (trajectory).
• Let us consider a GPS register or position:
pk = (latitudek , longitudek )

(3.4)

• Let us consider a trajectory (trajectory) being an ordered sequence of
points (pk ):
trajectory = {p0 , p1 , p2 ...pn }
(3.5)
• Let us consider that a function or a set of functions exists representing
a spatial constraint for a spatial attribute or a set of spatial attributes:
γconstraint (at) ∈ {0, 1}
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(3.6)

• Then, the spatial accuracy is estimated by applying Equation 3.7, for
N spatial attributes (atj ) and P constraints (γi ).

Accuracyspatial

P −1 N −1
1 1 XX
·
γi (atj )
= ·
P N i=0 j=0

(3.7)

For spatial data, several constraints are suitable. Here two of them will
be described: location constraint and tracking constraint. The location constraint is valid for single GPS positions (pk ) and trajectories (trajectory),
while the tracking constraint is applicable for the trajectory. Most of the
spatial accuracy errors are caused by the GPS devices.
Location constraint
The location constraint requires all positions (pk ) to be inside a region of
interest. For example: the city polygon (PCity ), where a city is defined by a
polygon or a set of (longitude, latitude) pairs: PCity := {(longitude, latitude)}.
An example of location accuracy failure is shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.8a. The
functions to determine the location accuracy are:

0 : pk ∈
/ Pcity
φlocation (pk ) =
(3.8)
1 : pk ∈ Pcity
γlocation (pk ) = φlocation (pk )

(3.9)

n

γlocation (trajectory) =

1 X
φlocation (pk )
n + 1 k=0

(3.10)

Tracking constraint
The tracking constraint aims at capturing abrupt changes in GPS positions.
When a GPS device fails, the positions start changing abruptly, as shown in
Figures 3.7 and 3.8b. Let us consider some facts:
• A tracking object has a maximum speed limit of displacement. For
example, a car has a speed limit of 180 km/h, defined as three times
the speed limit inside the city 60 km/h.
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Figure 3.6: Example of location constraint failure, the trajectory goes outside
the city and returns back.
• A trajectory has sampling time δsample , commonly in seconds between
each point.
• A trajectory (trajectory = {p0 , p1 , p2 ...pn }) has n segments where a
segment is represented as [pk , pk+1 ].
• The length of every segment [pk , pk+1 ] has a maximum value Kd . For
example, Kd = 2.25km with maximum speed 180km/h and the sampling time of the trajectory δsample = 45seconds.

θtrack (pk , pk+1 , Kd ) =

0 : distance(pk , pk+1 ) > Kd
1 : distance(pk , pk+1 ) ≤ Kd

n−1
1 X
θtrack (pk , pk+1 , Kd )
γtracking (trajectory) = ·
n k=0
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(3.11)

(3.12)

Figure 3.7: Example of tracking constraint failure, the trajectory abruptly
changes.

3.6

DQ for streaming in urban planning systems

Data streaming is frequently used in the urban planning context. The arrival of new technologies such as new GPS and logging devices, as well as
social networks such as foursquare or twitter poses new opportunities and
challenges. The opportunities are real time access to the information and
low cost of gathering. The challenges are the management of a huge amount
of information and issues in the data quality.
The data quality in data streaming sources is a critical issue when including these sources in the urban planning analysis. The inclusion of data
quality will allow more informed decisions by the analysts and will provide
great benefits for citizens of urban systems.
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Figure 3.8: a. Example of location constraint failure, the trajectory goes
outside the city and returns back. b. Example of tracking constraint failure,
the trajectory abruptly changes.
The DQ assessment for static da-ta is performed mainly for tuples or
registers, attributes, and the data set. However, for streaming data this
is not possible due to the nature of streaming data, because the complete
dataset or attribute can not be accessed. Consequently, a subset of values is
considered as a ”window”. A window is a set of values from the data stream
with a fixed or variable length, usually including the most recent values.
The length of a window may be defined by the number of registers or by the
time depending on the type of streaming: synchronous or asynchronous. For
synchronous streaming, a window with a fixed duration is desirable. On the
other hand, for asynchronous streaming, a window with a fixed number of
elements is suitable.
In order to assess DQ for streaming data, there are two options: (1) over
a window or (2) over the complete stream. The estimation of DQ over a
window represents the current quality of the streaming data, while the DQ
over the complete stream gives the historical quality of the data source. For
a more informed analysis both should be provided.
Monitoring DQ of a streaming data source is a critical operation in many
applications including urban planning. While monitoring a streaming data
source, outliers or unusual values can appear. As consequence, a system of
alerts is required for critical data. The alert system can be defined by using
two criteria:
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1. Measuring different DQDs such as syntactic or semantic accuracy, and
consistency; and defining a set of thresholds in order to identify values
with good or bad data quality. This criterion evaluates the current
data with an user-defined rule.
2. Measuring the DQ and comparing it with the DQ of the historical
streaming data source. This criterion tests the current data based on
the historical DQ values for the same data source.
When using windows to get measurements for streaming data three types
of windows are possible (according to Aggarwal et al. [1]): sliding, tumbling,
and jumping windows. Considering range being the period of time to create
a window and slide being the width of a window, the three window types are
presented in Figure 3.9. Tumbling is considered as a special case of jumping
window. Sliding windows always provide an updated and stable value. Additionally, online estimation is required and no persistence is possible. Jumping
windows provide a non updated value; the value is volatile. However, batch
estimation and persistence are possible. For all window types the estimation
of a suitable window size (sliding) is a challenge. Considering the advantages
and disadvantages, in most of the cases, sliding windows are recommended
in order to assess DQD. Table 3.7 summarizes the DQDs for streaming data
according to the data types.

Figure 3.9: Window types for streaming data. Image from [1].
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DQD

Geospatial data

Temporal data

Univariate/Multivarite
data

Accuracy
Completeness
Consistency
Believability
Reliability
Subjectivity
Currency
Volatility
Timeliness
Table 3.7: DQDs for streaming data according to data types.

3.6.1

Geospatial data

The data source of streaming geospatial data are mainly GPS positions from
mobile and specialized devices. These devices have an accuracy related representing the maximum error in meters. The most frequent errors here are
outliers and noisy trajectories caused using estimating the position by the
GPS device. However, the semantic and spatial accuracy (described in Section 3.5.2) is important for this data type. Additional DQDs are suitable for
this data type such as: consistency and believability.

3.6.2

Univariate and multivariate data

For these kinds of data, many sources of errors exist: from sensors, from
the registration process, and from the transmission process. The sensor and
the registration process errors affect accuracy, consistency, believability, and
reliability problems, while the transmission errors affect the completeness of
the streaming data source.

3.6.3

Temporal data

All the streaming data sources have a temporal component associated. As a
result, the affected DQDs are currency, volatility, and timeliness. However,
the temporal completeness is an important DQD to consider. The temporal
completeness can be measured easily when synchronous streams are present.
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For asynchronous streams, however, the completeness is more difficult to
assess.

3.7

Conclusion

A complete methodology to extend data models with DQ features is presented in this chapter. Furthermore, two examples are the evidence that
the methodology is usable and effective. Additional DQDs are proposed in
order to complement the analysis of spatio-temporal data while considering
the DQ. A set of methods to estimate the DQDs for streaming data is presented. Finally, guidelines to select the DQDs depending to the data types
is included at en end of this chapter.
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Chapter 4
VafusQ: a methodology to
generate visual analytics
applications with DQ features
The use of visual analytics enables analyzing complex data ([22]); the complexity can be due to the volume, the connections, the sources, or the type
of data. The analysis of urban systems requires complex data and it involves
several stakeholders. As a consequence, tools based on visual analytics to
support this analysis are required. Currently, a set of tools exists ([37],
[15], and [29]); however none of them takes data quality (DQ) into account.
Moreover, a set of processes considers data quality ([40], [49], [48], and [16]),
but only in a descriptive way and DQ is not included while performing the
analysis or the decision making process.
Consequently, VafusQ is proposed. VafusQ is a methodology to generate visual analytics applications with data quality features to support urban
planning in fast changing urban systems. The VafusQ methodology is presented in Figure 4.1. The input are the problems and the data of the experts.
The methodology is composed of five steps: analysis task identification, data
preparation, interactive visualization design, implementation of the application, and setup and testing. These are described in detail in the subsequent
sections. The result of this process is an interactive application with DQ
features that supports experts solving their problems.
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Figure 4.1: VafusQ work flow to generate visual analytics applications with
data quality features.

4.1

Analysis task identification

The analysis task identification is based on the works of Fernandez et al. [15]
and Ibarra et al. [29]. Additionally, the process was extended to include the
data quality features. This stage is divided into three steps: identification
of stakeholder profiles, determination of the context of the interactive visualizations, and documentation of the analysis task. This stage is performed
using a survey and a set of interviews with the experts.
The identification of stakeholder profiles aims at establishing: the domain
(e.g., land use, traffic, or environmental), their experience, and the planning
scenarios they have worked on. The determination of the context of the
interactive visualization describes the requirements of a planning session and
the potential sources of data. This may be achieved by interviewing experts
or by observing a planning session. The documentation of the analysis task
describes it by using a suggested form with six features: description, type,
visual operations, interactive operations, associated data, and subtasks.
Description summarizes the analysis task, including goal and justification.
Type classifies the analysis task according to the categories proposed by
Ibarra et al. [20]: observation, evaluation, alternatives generation, and
alternatives comparison.
Visual operations categorizes the analysis task as defined by Ogao and
Kraak [35]: identify, locate, associate, and compare.
Interactive operations classifies the analysis task by using six operations.
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According to Yi et al. [50], the interactive operations are: select, explore, reconfigure, encode, filter, and connect.
Associated data describes all the required data to perform the analysis
task. Additionally, the data quality dimensions are identified if the
experts have experience with data quality assessment.
Subtasks divides the analysis task into a sequence of activities to perform
the analysis task. Additional subtasks are suggested to the experts in
order to consider the data quality during their analysis (e.g., is the data
updated or how good/bad is the data source).

4.2

Data preparation

The data preparation stage aims at pre-processing the required data for an
application to support one or more analysis tasks. This stage consists of three
steps: data model design, data model loading, and data quality assessment.
The data model design identifies the elements involved and their dependencies. Then, a data model is defined and extended by using the process
described in Section 3.1. Finally, the DQDs are selected depending on the
data types and the analysis tasks and they are included in the extended
data model. When an application is built for supporting several analysis
tasks (named case study), this step will be executed once in order to construct a unique extended data model and to provide the same data quality
dimensions.
The data model loading consists of loading the available data and generating new data in order to support the analysis task. The generation of new
data is possible by using integration and derivation methods, such as those
proposed by Triana et al. [42].
Finally, the data quality assessment selects the estimation methods for
the DQDs chosen in the data model design step. The methods usually are
objective; however, subjective metrics are possible when objective methods
are not available. Then, the DQD estimation is performed and the result is
loaded into the extended data model.
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Figure 4.2: Interactive visualization design stage.

4.3

Interactive visualization design

The interactive visualization design stage is presented in Figure 4.2. The
design starts classifying the subtask(s) according to their visual operations,
interactive operations, and data types in order to identify which interaction
and visualization techniques are suitable for the subtask(s). The visualization
techniques according to the visual operations can be found in Appendix C.3
and the visualization and interaction techniques depending on the data types
in Appendix A. These visualization and interaction techniques will be called
suitable techniques.
Then, the interaction and visualization techniques are selected according
to the operations and data types from the previous step. The selection process can be based on the domain knowledge or the information visualization
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Visualization technique
Symbol maps
Dot maps
Land use maps
Line diagrams
Network maps
Flow maps
Choropleth maps
Point plot
Line plot
Bar graph/ Spike graph
Timeline
Gantt chart
Scatterplot
Line graph

Geospatial

Temporal

Scalar

Table 4.1: Frequent visualization techniques for urban planning with their
supported data types.
guidelines.
The selection from domain knowledge uses the most frequent visualization
and interaction techniques in the domain area. For this research, the domain
area is urban planning, and the most frequent techniques are presented in
Table 4.1. The selection process consists of verifying if the technique is within
the table.
This selection process is convenient for the experts because they are
trained to interpret these types of visualization; however, occasionally, the
most frequent techniques are not suitable or recommended depending on
the subtask(s). For this situation, the selection from guidelines should be
applied.
The selection from guidelines takes design guidelines into account. The
desirable situation in this process is that one technique supports several sub
tasks; however, using the same visualization technique for all subtasks may
overload the visualization(s) or make it confusing.
On the other hand, the interaction techniques should be similar for all
the visualizations in order to ease the interaction with the visualization. For
this step, the visualization techniques should be selected first. Then, the
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interaction techniques are selected because there are visualization techniques
that require specific interaction techniques. For example, using parallel coordinates suggests to use brushing and filtering.
After selecting the interaction and visualization techniques, the mapping
function for each visualization technique is estimated. While estimating the
mapping function, conflicts may occur. Because of this, all the mapping
functions are estimated simultaneously by using the process presented in
Figure 4.4. As a result, all the mapping functions are coherent and conflicts
are reduced.
For the mapping function process, three approaches are proposed: the
integrated approach, the specialized approach, and the non-DQ approach.
The integrated approach (Section 4.3) provides one complete view of the data
including the DQ features. The specialized approach (Section 4.3) provides
two linked views, one showing the data and one showing the DQ features.
Finally, in the non-DQ approach only the data is shown. The integrated
approach has priority over the others.
Finally, the visualizations are reviewed and the support to each subtask
is validated. All the graphical variables are checked, as for example colors, to
avoid conflicts. Then, the interactive operations are verified, as for example
selecting by clicking. If the validation or the test fails, then a new mapping
function is estimated. If the failure persists, other visualization techniques
are selected.

The mapping function process
Nowadays, there are approaches to represent uncertainty [17, 11, 19] and
data quality dimensions [40], [16], and [45] as presented in Section 2.3. These
approaches present valid design criteria and interesting use cases; however,
a systematic process to generate the visualizations while taking data quality
features does not exist.
A systematic process to generate visualizations was proposed by Card
et al. [8] and modified by Chi [10]. This remarkable process is known as
visualization pipeline (described in Section 2.3.1) and is widely used and
accepted by the visualization community. The visualization pipeline is a
general process and applicable to most cases studies; nevertheless, using the
pipeline to generate a visualization to support an analysis task while taking
data quality into account is not easy.
The challenge here is to generate visualizations without overloading them
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and representing the data quality as an important feature and not as an additional attribute. When data quality is taken as an additional attribute, a
conflict with other attributes is possible causing misunderstanding and increasing the cognitive load. Equally important, data quality requires several
dimensions to be represented visually. Furthermore, mixing data quality dimensions with attributes for the analysis is not a good design decision. As a
result, there is a trade off between the representation of important attributes
and the data quality attributes. Consequently, an extension of the visualization pipeline is proposed in order to generate visualizations with data quality
features easily and effectively.
The extension of the visualization pipeline aims at defining a clear design
process and a set of design criteria in order to generate visualization enriched
with data quality features. To generate a visualization with data quality
features there are two possibilities: (1) by representing the data quality simultaneously with the important attributes, this possibility will be called
integrated approach, and (2) by designing a specific visualization exclusively
for data quality, called specialized approach.
To extend the visualization pipeline, it is conceptually split into two
parts: the Data Space and the DQ Space (as shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.5).
The Data Space describes the transformations applied to the important attributes, while the DQ Space describes the transformations applied to the
data quality features. The definition of two spaces decouples the information
from its quality.
Integrated approach
The integrated approach shows the data together with the data quality in
the same view. Showing too many details in this approach could easily lead
to overloaded visualizations and thus should be avoided.
For the integrated approach the visualization pipeline (proposed by Card
et al. [8]) is modified as shown in Figure 4.3 by adding separate DQ Analysis
and DQ Filtering steps.
The DQ analysis extracts the values of every DQD by using the objective
methods presented in Section 2.1.4, as well as subjective estimations from
the experts when the objective methods are not available. The input of this
step is the Prepared data in order to take advantage of the data structure and
to use the data items after the pre-processing process. As a result, the data
quality values are estimated and represented by using different scales gener64

Figure 4.3: Visualization pipeline extension for the integrated approach.
Based on the visualization pipeline proposed by Card et al. [8].
ating the DQ data. The different scales depend on the DQDs. For example,
availability has a binary scale (availability ∈ {”0”, ”1”}), and reliability has
a normalized zero to one scale (reliability ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R).
The DQ filtering in this approach depends on the Filtering from the
Data Space and the relevance of every data quality dimension for the visualization. The DQ filtering shares the filtering criteria from the Data Space, for
instance, if a data item is filtered the data quality value for it is not needed
and thus also filtered.
The Mapping aims at defining a mapping function in order to encode the
Focus Data and the Focus DQ by using predefined requirements, guidelines,
and recommendations. The mapping function maps an attribute or DQD to
a graphical variable. In order to generate the mapping function the process
shown in Figure 4.4 is proposed. The inputs of the process to generate the
mapping function are:
Existing interactive visualizations The existing visualizations are from
the domain area and they follow conventions, restrictions, and requirements of every domain (e.g., Geographical Information Systems). This
input provides the used graphical variables (GV) and the attribute(s)
to represent in order to establish the free graphical variables and possible conflicts with other graphical variables. As a consequence, this
input provides a set of attributes, their types, the mapping, and the
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used graphical variables (U sed(GV, mapping)).
Data requirements The Data requirements input contains the different
attributes to be visualized (focus data), as well as their types and
scales. Therefore, this input provides a list of the required attributes
(Required(attributes)).
DQ requirements The DQ requirements specify the different DQ attributes
to be visualized, as well as their types and scales. This input provides
a list of DQDs (Required(DQD)).
Recommendations The Recommendations are from literature and provide
a set of criteria and guidelines in order to represent the focus data and
the focus DQ according to the data type (e.g., continuous, ordinal, or
nominal). The recommendations of Griethe and Schumann [18] and
MacEachren et al. [30] are used in this step. This input provides a set
of recommended graphical variables for each data type.
GV selection The graphical variable selection is the main core of the function mapping generation. This step has the four previous steps as
inputs and the output is the mapping function. This step has two
sub-steps: strategy selection and graphical variables selection.
The strategy selection aims at selecting a strategy to modify or to enrich the visualization with data quality. The possible strategies are: use
of free graphical variables, reuse of graphical variables, and integration
of additional visual objects. The use of free graphical variables takes
used graphical variables and conflicting variables (from the focus data)
into account to identify free variables to encode the data quality. The
reuse of graphical variables is possible when an attribute must not be
represented, such as when the attribute is not available or not consistent. For example, missing data in a colored map might be represented
by using the color ”white” reusing the color GV. On the other hand,
the integration of additional visual objects considers the existing and
required graphical variables and elements (focus data) to include new
ones (DQ data). It is important to avoid the inclusion of striking or
big elements, as well as any element that causes occlusion or distorts
the focus data.
The use of free graphical variables has a higher preference over the reuse
of graphical variables and the integration of additional visual elements,
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Figure 4.4: Process to generate the mapping function to include the data
quality into the visualization.
because the reuse of graphical variables is often not possible and the
inclusion of additional elements might overload the visualization. As a
result, the integration of additional visual elements will be used when
there are no other graphical variables available.
The graphical variables selection sub-step applies the selected strategy
to determine the final set of GV to use for mapping the data attributes
and the DQ attributes. The recommended GVs are taken as input, the
selection strategy is applied, and the selected GVs together with the
mapping are provided as output.
Mapping function The mapping function maps a data attribute or a DQD
to a graphical variable. f : Attribute −→ GV , f : DQD −→ GV . This
step is mandatory in order to generate the Geometric data.
For the integrated approach, two types of visualizations are possible: a
new visualization or a modified visualization.
New Visualization To generate new visualizations, the following three inputs are required: focus data, focus DQ, and recommendations. The priority
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Figure 4.5: Visualization pipeline extension for the specialized approach.
Based on the pipeline proposed by Card et al. [8].
for the graphical variables selection is on the focus data, then the graphical
variables for the focus DQ are selected according to the recommendations
and the selection strategy. The recommendations also include guidelines or
standards for the focus data mapping to GVs.
Modified Visualization To modify visualization an existing visualization,
this visualization is taken as input to the process and the GVs and the mapping of the data attributes used by this visualization are extracted. Together
with the focus DQ and the recommendations, they form the input to the GV
selection process.
Specialized approach
The specialized approach provides a detailed visualization for every data
quality dimension. For this approach two visualization pipelines are used,
one in the Data Space and another in the DQ Space, as shown in Figure 4.5.
The two pipelines are synchronized at three points, the Prepared data, the
Filtering, and the Mapping.
The Prepared data is common to the two pipelines, just after the Data
Analysis process. The Prepared data in the Data space is the input of the
Filtering process. Furthermore, the DQ Analysis converts the Prepared data
into DQ Data that are the measurements of the data quality dimensions of
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the Prepared data as a result of a data quality analysis. The Filtering from
the Data Space shares the filtering criteria with the DQ filtering (DQ Space)
in order to synchronize the two visualizations.
The Mapping and the DQ mapping must be synchronized in order to
guarantee coherence between the two mapping functions and to avoid conflicts. This is possible by using similar conventions, criteria, and variable
encodings. For the mapping functions generation, it is possible to use the
process described before (see Figure 4.4). Finally, the rendering process the
geometry data and geometry DQ resulting in two synchronized images.

4.4

Implementation of the application

This stage determines the technologies to implement the application. The
factors to consider are: developing time, compatibility with existing technologies, and accessibility for the users. These three factors will be estimated for
every case study. The developing time depends on the developer experience,
the novelty, and the documentation of the technology. The compatibility
with existing technologies will identify the interfaces to connect the application with specialized software or data processing software such as: Vissim,
or R for statistical computing. Finally, accessibility for the users is relevant
to test and validate the usefulness, effectiveness and, usability of the application. This factor suggests web environments that allow users to access to
the application without setup or compiling.

4.5

Setup and testing

The setup consists of a set of interviews with experts in visualization in order
to validate the interactive visualization, as well as the design criteria. As a
result, all the interactive visualizations implemented are validated and ready
to proceed to a test with expert users from the domain area.
The test stage consists of a four steps: hypotheses definition, protocol
establishment, assessment, and analysis. The hypotheses definition aims at
determining a set of question about the usefulness, effectiveness of the interactive visualizations, and the inclusion of the DQ into them. The protocol
establishment defines a set of activities to be perform in order to test or
refute the hypotheses. The assessment step is the execution of the activities
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by the participants of the test, as well as the performance of a set of surveys
and interviews to get additional feedback. Finally, in the analysis step, the
results are processed, visualized, and analyzed in order to test or refute the
hypotheses. Additionally, changes and new requirements are documented in
order to improve the complete methodology.

4.6

Conclusion

VafusQ, a methodology to generate visual analytics applications with DQ
features is presented in this section. The methodology is a five-stage process
that is performed in an iterative way in order to validate each stage. The
interactive visualization design includes two approaches to generate interactive visualization with DQ features. The methodology uses as reference a set
of definitions from other authors. However, the complete process is a unique
contribution and many novel steps are proposed.
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Chapter 5
Case studies
In order to show the usefulness, coherence, and usability of VafusQ, the
methodology to generate visual analytics applications with DQ features,
three case studies were performed. The three cases studies helped to refine the VafusQ methodology by using an iterative process including design,
implementation, and test. After every iteration, the methodology was improved and new requirements for the next iteration were identified. For the
first case study (Section 5.1), the main methodology was defined. As a result,
changes in the visualization pipeline were proposed for the next iteration. For
the second case study (Section 5.2), the visualization pipeline was extended
and new DQDs were proposed. Furthermore, the integrated and specialized
approaches were defined. Finally, for the third case study (Section 5.3), the
complete methodology was tested and streaming data was included.

5.1

Analyzing and designing the facilities system in Bogotá

Every city in the world requires a facilities system that comprises all the
public and private institutions, e.g., hospitals, schools, parks, police stations,
museums, or churches. Every element of the facilities system is called a
facility.
For the first case study, the analysis and the design of the facilities system
in Bogotá should be supported. This case study study takes as reference the
facilities system of Bogotá, which is subdivided into 12 sectors (presented
in Table 5.1) on four scales. The scales define the type of facilities accord71

Sector
Food supply
Social welfare
Cemetery
Religious
Culture
Basic education
Higher education
Fairgrounds
Recreation and sports
Health
Administrative services
Security
Total

Quantity
[F acilities]
90
3,874
87
1,538
332
3,242
476
3
109
2,967
181
295
13,194

Percentage
[%]
0.70
29.28
0.70
11.70
2.50
24.60
3.60
0.02
0.80
22.50
1.40
2.20
100.00

Table 5.1: Facilities system divided by sectors for Bogotá in 2009.
ing to the number of inhabitants: Metropolitan Scale for every million of
inhabitants, e.g., a specialized hospital or a forest reserve; Urban Scale for
every 500.000 inhabitants; Zonal Scale for every 100.000 inhabitants, e.g.,
police stations and medium size parks; and Local Scale for every 25.000 inhabitants, e.g., small parks and kindergartens. The design of the facilities
system involves land use and transport policies, the population and its needs,
economics and financial aspects, and ordinances.
According to the Secretaria de Planeación [39], Bogotá is divided into 114
partitions called UPZ. A UPZ is a planning area that groups neighborhoods.
Each UPZ contains facilities on zonal and local scales.

5.1.1

Analysis tasks identification

In 2009, a study of the facilities system of Bogotá was developed at Universidad de los Andes [43]. The study evaluated the deficit for every UPZ in
the city, as well as the requirements to achieve the standards. The study
was developed using geographical information systems, and other specialized
applications. However, the generated visualizations were not interactive and
they did not consider the quality issues present in the input data sets.
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Sector
Food supply
Social welfare
Cemetery
Culture
Education
Recreation and sports
Health
Security
Administrative services

Criterion
[m2 /Inhabitant]
0.20
0.20
0.90
0.50
1.04
1.00
0.30
0.60
0.60

Table 5.2: Recomended standards for the facilities system design, according
to the Ministerio de Fomento [33].
Taking into account this study [43], a set of two analysis tasks was extracted performing a survey and a set of interviews with experts involved
in the study according to the methodology presented in Section 4.1. The
analysis tasks are: (1) Analysis of the deficit of facilities, and (2) placement
of new buildings for the facilities system in Bogotá.
Analysis task 1: analysis of the deficit for the facilities system in
Bogotá
For every sector of the facilities system in Bogotá, there is a recommended
area or size of facilities for each inhabitant given in square meters [m2 ]. The
standards used for the study [43] were proposed by the Ministerio de Fomento
[33] in Madrid, España. They are summarized in Table 5.2. The proposal of
the Ministerio de Fomento [33] does neither include the fairgrounds, not the
religious facilities, and the basic and higher education are summarized in the
education category.
The deficit analysis aims at evaluating and identifying zones in the city
that do not adhere to the recommended standards of facilities system in
Bogotá. From the 12 sectors, the experts selected 6 priority sectors: food
supply, social welfare, culture, education, recreation and sports, and health.
• Task description: Identification and comparison of UPZ zones in the
city taking the deficit of facilities at local and zonal scale into account.
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• Type: Observation and evaluation
• Visual operations: Identify, locate, and compare
• Interaction operations: Select, explore, filter, and connect.
• Associated data: The associated data consists of the recommended
standards [m2 /inhabitant] presented in Table 5.2, the facilities (including name, coordinates, geometry, scale, UPZ, and sector), the buildings
(id, coordinates, and geometry, height, and land use classification), the
squares (id, coordinates, geometry), and the demographic data (population by block including the gender and age).
Moreover, each UPZ has a set of attributes such as: the number of inhabitants, the total deficit, the food supply deficit, the welfare deficit,
the culture deficit, the education deficit, the recreation and sports
deficit, and the health deficit.
• Subtasks: The task is split into seven subtasks. Subtasks ST1 -ST5 are
related to the deficit analysis, while subtasks ST6 and ST7 are related
to the data quality.
ST1 How is the total deficit distributed throughout the city?
ST2 How is the deficit by sectors distributed throughout the city?
ST3 How is the deficit by sectors distributed in one UPZ?
ST4 Which UPZ(s) has the highest deficit?
ST5 Which UPZ(s) has the lowest deficit?
ST6 Which UPZ(s) has data quality problems?
ST7 How is the data quality in one UPZ?
Analysis task 2: placement of new buildings for the facilities system
in Bogotá
The placement of new buildings for the facilities system in Bogotá aims at
reducing the deficit of the system by placing new buildings in order to achieve
the recommended standards. The new buildings can be placed in the empty
lots available in the zone. Additionally, the resources associated to build new
facilities should be estimated. The associated resources are: money, empty
lots area, time, and people by hour.
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• Task description: Analysis and evaluation of the facilities system
while placing new buildings.
• Type: Evaluation and alternatives generation.
• Visual operations: Identify, locate, associate, and compare
• Interaction operations: Select, explore, filter, and connect.
• Associated data: The associated data consists of the recommended
standards [m2 /inhabitant] presented in Table 5.2, the existing facilities,
the empty lots, the squares, and the demographic data.
• Subtasks: The task is split into nine subtasks. Subtasks ST1 -ST7 are
related to the deficit analysis, while subtasks ST8 and ST9 are related
to the data quality.
ST1 How is the deficit or surplus by sectors in a defined area of interest
distributed?
ST2 How much area is required to achieve the recommended standard?
ST3 Where are the current facilities in the area of interest?
ST4 Where are the potential lots to build facilities placed? (empty
lots, cheap properties, and target buildings)
ST5 Where are the proposed facilities in the zone?
ST6 How is the deficit/surplus distributed after placing a new facility?
ST7 Which resources (money, time, and land) are required to build a
new facility?
ST8 Which buildings have data quality problems?
ST9 How is the data quality in one building?

5.1.2

Data preparation

The dataset for this case study consists of the facilities system of Bogota, as
well as the empty lots. The facilities system data is in a geodatabase that is
described in Table 5.3. Additionally, Table 5.4 shows a summary of the data
and its respective classification for this case study.
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Num
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Geometry
Points
Polygons
Points
Polygons
Points
Polygons
Points
Polygons
Points
Polygons
Points
Polygons
Points
Polygons
Points
Polygons
Points
Polygons
Points
Polygons
Points
Polygons
Points
Polygons
Points
Polygons
Points
Polygons
Points
Polygons

Name
equip abastecimiento act
equip abastecimiento poly act
equip bienestar act
equip bienestar poly act
equip culto act
equip culto poly act
equip cultura acts
equip cultura poly act
equip cysf act
equip cysf poly act
equip deport act
equip deport poly act
equip educacion act
equip educacion poly act
equip edusup act
equip edusup poly act
equip recintos feriales act
equip recintos feriales poly act
equip sa act
equip sa poly act
equip salones comunales act
equip salones comunales poly act
equip salud act
equip salud poly act
equip seguridad act
equip seguridad poly act
plataforma puntos
plataforma SDE
equipamientos missing
lotes vacios

Description
Supplying places position
Supplying places geometry
Welfare places position
Welfare places geometry
Cult places position
Cult places geometry
Culture places position
Culture places geometry
Cemeteries position
Cemeteries geometry
Sport places position
Sport places geometry
Education places position
Education places geometry
High education places position
High education places geometry
Fairgrounds position
Fairgrounds geometry
Administrative places position
Administrative places geometry
Community hall position
Community hall geometry
Health places position
Health places geometry
Security places position
Security places geometry
Facilities positions
Lots of the facilities system
Facilities without geometry
All the empty lots

Table 5.3: Dataset description for the facilities case study.
Data quality selection and assessment
The data quality dimensions are selected by using the process presented in
Section 3.2. For this case study, the data types are: geospatial, temporal, and
scalar. Additionally, the type of analysis task 1 is observation and evaluation,
while the type for analysis task 2 is evaluation and alternatives generation.
The result of the process is presented in Table 5.5.
The assessment for the DQDs is performed as follows:
1. The completeness dimension is estimated if the data is available. If the
data is not available, no further dimension can be estimated.
2. The accuracy is estimated as described in Section 2.1.4.
3. The Consistency is estimated by using the semantic rules defined by
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Data
Facilities

Data Type
Geospatial

Features
Point, Area,
Ordinal

UPZ

Geospatial

Empty Lots

Geospatial

Deficit of facilities

Scalar

Population
by
UPZ
Area of facilites
by inhabitant

Scalar
and
temporal
Scalar

Area, Ordinal
Area, Ordinal
Ordinal,
Nominal
Ordinal

Recommended
standard
Resources
to
build a facility

Scalar

Ordinal

Scalar

Ordinal

Ordinal

Description
Position and shape
of the facilities in the
city
UPZ zones in the
city.
Empty lots in the
city.
Number of missing
facilities by sectors.
Population by UPZ
Total amount of area
of facilities or by sectors
Recommended standard
Resources associated
to build a facility

Table 5.4: Dataset classification for the facilities case study.
DQD
Accuracy
Consistency
Completeness
Believability
Currency
Timeliness

For Data Type

For Analysis Task Type

Table 5.5: Selected DQD after applying the selection process for this case
study.
the experts.
(a) The total deficit is the sum of all deficits.
(b) The population of Bogotá is the sum of the population in each
UPZ.
4. The believability is estimated by using completeness, accuracy, and
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consistency as described in Section 2.1.4.
5. Currency is estimated for time oriented data as described in Section
2.1.4.
6. Timeliness is estimated for time oriented data as described in Section
2.1.4.

5.1.3

Interactive visualization design

The interactive visualization design follows the process presented in Section 4.3, first for analysis task 1, and then for analysis task 2. As a result,
two interactive visualizations are generated supporting analysis task 1 and 2
(AT1 and AT2 ), respectively.
Interactive visualization design for AT1
First, the suitable visualization techniques are selected according to the data
types and the visual operations (using as reference Tables A.1, A.5 and B.3).
The data and the data types for this analysis task are presented in Table 5.6
together with the suitable visualization techniques. All the selected visualization techniques are valid for the analysis task types that are observation
and evaluation.
In order to select a single visualization technique for the area of facilities
by inhabitant data, the selection from domain knowledge is used. As a result,
the bar chart is selected due to its popularity in the urban planning domain.
After selecting the visualization techniques, the integrated and the specialized approach will be applied as described previously.
An interactive application was developed for supporting the analysis of
the deficit for the facilities system in Bogotá. It supports the subtasks ST1 ST7 . The application (as shown in Figure 5.1) consists of 4 views: the Map
View (Figure 5.1c), the Map Overview(Figure 5.1b), the DQD Deficit Matrix
(Figure 5.1a), and the Deficit Detail View (Figures 5.1d and 5.1e). In Table
5.8, the relations between the views and the subtasks are presented.
For the visualization of the UPZ and its deficit, choropleth maps will
be used (map view, Figure 5.1c). For the area of facilities by inhabitant
visualization, a bar chart is used (deficit view, Figure 5.1d). Moreover, the
non-DQD approach will be used because this data does not have data quality
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Data

Data Type

Features

UPZ
Area of facilites
by inhabitant

Geospatial
Scalar

Area, Ordinal
Ordinal

Visualization
technique
Choropleth maps
Scatterplot
Scatterplot matrices
Line graph
Parallel coordinates
Radar plot
Bar chart

Connecting

Abstracting

Encoding

Reconfiguring

Filtering

Selection

Visualization technique
Choropleth maps
Bar chart

Navigation

Table 5.6: Dataset classification for the analysis tasks of the facilites case
study.

Table 5.7: Interaction techniques for the analysis of the deficit for the facilities
system in Bogotá.
features. For this analysis task, an additional view was added in order to
ease the spatial navigation: the map overview.
For including the DQDs both the integrated and the specialized approach
were used. The general data quality is also shown in the map view and in the
map overview (integrated approach). For the detailed analysis of the DQDs,
the DQD deficit matrix is provided.
The interaction techniques according to the visualization techniques are
presented in Table 5.7. However, encoding, and abstraction will be omitted
because they are not needed for this particular analysis task.
Map view The map view shows a map representing Bogotá and its political
division into UPZ. This view supports the subtasks ST1 , ST2 , ST4 , ST5 , and
ST6 . The six priority deficit sectors (Section 5.1.1) are visually encoded by
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View/Subtask
Map View
Map Overview
DQD-Deficit Matrix
Deficit Detail View

ST1

ST2

ST3

ST4

ST5

ST6

ST7

Table 5.8: Relations between the views and the subtasks.

Figure 5.1: Screenshot of the application to support the deficit analysis task
1. a. Data-Quality-Dimensions Deficit Matrix showing seven Data-QualityDimensions. b. Map Overview. c. Map View representing the total deficit
for Bogotá. d. Deficit Bar Chart and e. Table View showing additional
information.
using color hue. Seven colors from ColorBrewer 2.0 [7] were selected: six for
the priority deficit sectors and one for the total deficit. Table 5.9 shows the
sectors and the encoding colors including the total deficit.
The deficit value of each sector is categorized and each category is mapped
to a saturation level. Four categories are defined in order to have a distinguishable scale. A legend shows the four categories and their corresponding
values.
The map is colored according to the deficit sector chosen (Table 5.9) and
the saturation is computed for each UPZ. As a result, the Map View provides
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Sector
Culture
Education
Social welfare
Recreation and sports
Food supply
Health
Total Deficit

Color

Table 5.9: Deficit sectors and their color code.
seven thematic visualizations, six for the priority sectors and one for the total
deficit. Figure 5.1c presents the total deficit for Bogotá by UPZ and Figure
5.2(b) shows a thematic visualization of the welfare deficit.

(a) Map that represents the total deficit (b) Map showing a thematic visualization
using color coding and the DQD using a for the welfare deficit. The selected UPZ
texture. The white color represents a com- is marked using a cyan border.
pleteness problem, while the texture represents other DQD issues.

Figure 5.2: Map view showing total deficit (a) and welfare deficit (b).
The data quality is integrated into this view applying the integrated approach of DQD visualization (Section 4.3). This supports subtask ST6 . The
completeness DQD has only two values: complete and incomplete. If the
data is complete, its representation is used. If the data is incomplete, a
white color is used for filling the area.
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If the data is incomplete, no other quality value can be computed. Otherwise, a texture of yellow circles with a radius of 20 pixels is used for representing the other DQD issues. Texture density encodes the index of data
quality. This index is modeled using 3 categories according to the type and
number of DQD problems: category0 : no data quality problem, category1 :
one problem of accuracy or consistency, category2 more than one data quality problem. For category0 no texture is put, for category1 a low density
texture is applied, and for category2 a higher density texture is applied. Figure 5.2(a) shows a map representing the total deficit and the data quality.
Additionally, the three categories and the missing data are included in the
legend as shown in Figures 5.1c and 5.2(b)b.
The texture is small and the color of the texture provides a good contrast
to the different deficit colors. Thus, the texture fulfills the requirements that
it does not interfere with the color coding of the deficit variables.
MacEachren et al. [31] propose the following visual attributes for representing data quality issues: fuzziness, location, icons, value, texture, size,
and transparency. Location and size are already used for representing the geographical information in the map. As color hue and saturation are used for
representing the data attributes, value (brightness) and transparency will not
be used, because they would interfere with saturation. Thus, the remaining
visual variables are fuzziness, icons, and texture. The use of fuzziness affects
the contours, which are very important in the geographical context. As icons
are widely used in geographical visualization, they will not be used for representing data quality. Finally, only texture is available without interfering
with the other visual variables used, and thus was used here.
Interaction for the map view The Map View interactions are navigation and the selection of a UPZ. Map translation is invoked by left mouse
click, while zoom in and zoom out are invoked by mouse wheel. In both
cases, the map overview is changed showing the visible part of the map using
a black rectangle (Figure 5.1b).
A UPZ is selected by left mouse double click. Then, the selected UPZ is
highlighted using a cyan border as shown in Figure 5.1c. Further, the DQDDeficit Matrix (Figure 5.1a) and the Deficit Detail View (Figures 5.1d and
5.1e) are updated using the data associated with the selected UPZ. Finally,
the map may be reset by pressing the space bar.
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DQD-Deficit matrix The DQD-Deficit Matrix shows all data quality dimensions independently from the geographical data supporting the subtask
ST7 (Figures 5.1a and 5.3). The eight attributes related to each UPZ are: the
population, the total deficit, the culture, the education, the social welfare, the
recreation and sports, the food supply, and the health deficit. Additionally,
the seven DQDs are computed for each UPZ attribute.
The DQD-Deficit Matrix is represented using a heat map. The data
quality of the population and each deficit are mapped to the colors red,
yellow, and green, with a meaning of bad, acceptable, and good data quality,
respectively.
The data quality dimensions are mapped onto the X-axis, while the population attribute and the seven deficit attributes are mapped onto the Y-axis.
The order of the data quality dimensions was selected according to their importance. For example, if the data is missing or unavailable it does not make
sense to analyze the other DQDs. Further, the last three DQDs are time
dependent and they are sorted according to the logical order of estimating
them, such as timeliness is calculated as function of volatility and currency.
In the current application of this tool, no categorization for volatility is given.
As a consequence, volatility is represented by a gray square with the volatility
value shown inside.
Additionally, all names of the DQDs (X-axis) and the attributes (Y-axis)
are white to obtain a better contrast. The labels of the six priority deficit
sectors are surrounded by a rectangle. The rectangle is colored using the
color coding presented in Table 5.9 to ease the relation between the views
while making the analysis.
Heat maps were chosen, because they are widely scalable [47]. They can
visualize matrices describing the relation between two different attributes
(Figure 5.3). Moreover, additional rows and columns (DQD and data) can
be added until pixel size is reached. Furthermore, the standard color coding
used is intuitive and easy to understand by the users. The thresholds needed
for this encoding are provided by the users–experts from the application
domain.
The potential alternatives to represent the attributes and the DQDs simultaneously are scatterplots, star plots, and parallel coordinates. Scatterplots can not represent all attributes and DQDs in a single visualization
simultaneously. The star plots are a good option to represent a small number of attributes. For a large number of attributes, however, the axes will
become too dense. Finally, parallel coordinates are scalable and the axes
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may represent different scales. However, additional interaction techniques
are required such as brushing.

Figure 5.3: DQ visualization. X-axis: seven DQD. Y-axis: eigth attributes
required for the analysis tasks ST1 -ST5 . The colored rectangles (according
to Table 5.9) encode the six priority deficits. The red, yellow, and green
squares represent: bad, acceptable, and good data quality, respectively. The
selected deficit is marked with a cyan border.

Interaction for the DQD-Deficit matrix Moving the mouse over a
square in the DQD-Deficit Matrix: (1) highlights the deficit row using a cyan
border (Figure 5.1a), (2) shows deficit and data quality information of the
respective row and column of the square (Figure 5.1a), and (3) highlights
the associated bar (Figure 5.1d) and the associated table row (Figure 5.1e)
of the Deficit Detail View using cyan borders. The complete result of mouse
over in this view is presented in Figure 5.1. Selecting a deficit by left mouse
click on its label changes the thematic map displayed in the Map View to
the one of the selected deficit.
Deficit detail view The deficit detail view contains a bar chart (Figures
5.1d) and a table (Figure 5.1e). This view supports subtask ST3 . In the
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deficit bar chart, the six priority sectors are represented by six bars. The
sector is mapped to color hue as described previously in Table 5.9. Additionally, each bar has the name of the sector (below the bar) and the value
of the attribute (above the bar) attached.
The table visualization uses the same color encoding (Table 5.9) in order
to ease the analysis process. Moreover, this table shows additional information such as the population and the total deficit for each UPZ.
Interaction for the deficit detail view Mouse over a bar in the
Deficit Detail View highlights the deficit bar, the associated row in the DQDDeficit Matrix, and the associated table row using cyan borders. Selecting a
deficit by left mouse click on its bar changes the thematic map displayed in
the Map View to the one of the selected deficit.
Map overview The Map Overview visualization offers a global visualization of the complete map. The zoomed part of this map shown in the Map
View visualization is marked by a black rectangle. This view is shown in
Figure 5.1b. It supports partially the subtasks ST1 and ST2 .
Interaction for the Map Overview In the Map Overview, two interaction operations are possible: selection and navigation. A UPZ is selected
using mouse double click as in the Map View. The mouse click translates
the Map View to the clicked area. The navigation operations are restricted
to keep the map visible.
Interactive visualization design for AT2
First, the suitable visualization techniques for the placement of new buildings
for the facilities system in Bogotá are selected (Table 5.10). For the facilities
and empty lots, choropleth maps are used with the same color coding as in
AT1 . For the other data, a single visualization technique is selected: the bar
chart is selected due to its popularity in the urban planing domain (by using
the selection from domain knowledge presented in Section4.3).
For the visualization of facilities and empty lots the integrated approach
is used. This view is called map view. The specialized approach is applied
and linked to the map view similar to the application for the analysis task 1.
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Data

Data Type

Features

Facilities
Empty Lots
Area of facilites
by inhabitant

Geospatial
Geospatial
Scalar

Area, Ordinal
Area, Ordinal
Ordinal

Recommended
standards

Scalar

Ordinal

Resources
to
build a facility

Scalar

Ordinal

Visualization
Technique
Choropleth maps
Choropleth maps
Scatterplot
matrices,
line graph,
parallel
coordinates, radar plot,
and bar chart.
Scatterplot, scatterplot
matrices, line graph,
parallel
coordinates,
radar plot, and bar
chart.
Scatterplot, scatterplot
matrices, line graph,
parallel
coordinates,
radar plot, and bar
chart.

Table 5.10: Dataset classification for the facilities case study.
For the area of facilities by inhabitant, recommended standards, and resources visualization, the bar chart is used. This view is called priority sectors
view.
In order to support analysis task 2, an interactive application was implemented. A screen shot of the application is shown in Figure 5.4. The application is formed by five views: the map view, the overview, the resources
view, the priority sectors view, and the DQD-matrix view. The map view,
the resources view, and the DQD-matrix view include data quality features,
while the other two do not.
Map view The map view shows a map representing a region of interest—
the most critical zone—in Bogotá (see Figure 5.4c). The methodology described in Section 4.3 was used to create an integrated visualization for this
view. The data requirements for the focus data are: the representation of the
existing facilities, the empty lots, and the blocks. The requirements of the
Focus DQDs are: representation of two categories of data quality: category0 :
no data quality problems, category1 : one or more DQD problems. The rec-
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Figure 5.4: Interactive application to support the placement of new buildings
for the facilities system of Bogotá. a. DQD-Matrix. b. Map Overview. c. Map
View. d. Priority Sectors View. e. Resources View.
ommendations for representing the DQDs are presented in Section 2.3.1.
The strategy selected in this view is the use of free graphical variables,
because several graphical variables are available. The graphical variables selection starts by selecting the GV for the Focus Data. The location is reserved
to represent the geographic information (existing facilities, empty lots, and
blocks) and color hue is used to encode the type of facility or lot. Considering the recommendations, the potential graphical variables are: color value,
fuzziness, size, arrangement, and transparency. Color hue and transparency
interfere with color hue. Fuzziness and size modify the geographical information, which is an undesirable effect. Therefore, arrangement is used by
applying a texture on the buildings or lots with data quality problems.
Six colors from ColorBrewer 2.0 [7] were selected for representing the different sectors as shown in the legend of the map view. The existing facilities
contour is represented by a black line, while the contour of new facilities is
represented by a wider yellow line, as shown in Figure 5.4c. Additionally,
empty lots are represented by using dark gray color. A texture consisting of yellow dots is used for facilities and lots with data quality problems
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(category1 ). For DQD category0 , no texture is applied. The texture avoids
the occlusion of the color of the facilities and lots, while the yellow color
provides a good contrast to the selected color coding for the priority sectors
and the empty lots.
Interaction for the map view The Map View interactions are navigation and the selection of a building. Map translation, zoom, and selection
are performed in the same way as for analysis task 1. Additionally, after
selecting a building it is possible to convert it into a facility by pressing the
button in the upper bar.
Resources view The resources view shows the resources required in order
to build a facility or a set of them. The integrated approach was followed
to generate a new visualization for this view. The focus data are the four
resources to represent: money (Colombian pesos COP ), available area to
build (m2 ), time (months), and people (people/hour). Each resource has the
currently available budget and the already invested amount associated. The
focus DQD is the representation of two categories: no data quality problems
and one or more DQD problems.
To represent the resources, a bar chart was selected because it is easy
to understand and the users are familiar with it. The bars are oriented
horizontally and they are colored with blue and light blue representing the
available resources (budget) and the invested resources, respectively. In order to include the data quality features, the use of free graphical variables
strategy is used. Considering the recommendations and the used variables,
the potential graphical variables to encode the data quality are: color hue,
fuzziness, size, arrangement, and transparency. The color hue interferes with
the color coding from the map view. The fuzziness and the size affect the
comparison between the bars. Only the arrangement and the transparency
are feasible. Here, the use of arrangement similarly to the map view was
selected: a texture of yellow dots represents category1 . As a result, the data
quality representation in the map view and the resources view are similar
adding coherence. The complete resources view is presented in Figure 5.4e.
Interaction for the resources view The interaction for the resources
view is mouse over the bars. On mouse over the exact values are shown.
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Priority sectors view The priority sectors view (Figure 5.4d.) contains
a bar chart. In this view, the area per inhabitant and the reference value
for every sector are represented. The sectors are represented by six bars and
they are mapped to color hue using the same color set as for the map view.
The value of the area per inhabitant is mapped to the height of the bar.
Additionally, every bar has the name of the sector (below the bar) and the
value (above the bar and triggered on mouse over). Moreover, below each
bar there is a small rectangle with the same color as the bar to represent
the sector when the value is zero. Finally, the area per inhabitant reference
value is represented by the contour of a black rectangle.
As a result, this bar chart represents the target values (black contours)
and the current values (colored bars) of all sectors simultaneously. If the
colored bar is smaller than the black contour, then there is a deficit for this
sector. If the colored bar is taller than the black contour, then there is a
surplus. In both cases, the difference of heights represents how critical or
beneficial the status of each sector is.
Interaction for the priority sectors view On mouse over the value
of the indicator for the pointed sector is presented over the bar and the
reference value is presented at the right side of the black rectangle.
Map overview The Map Overview visualization offers a global visualization of the complete map. The criteria are the same described in the Map
Overview for the analysis task 1.
Interaction for the Map Overview In the Map Overview, two interaction operations are possible: selection and navigation. They are invoked
as described for analysis task 1.
Additional visualizations Four additional visualizations are implemented
in order to compare different scenarios and to represent the data quality dimensions. All these visualizations can be invoked by using the menu ”Data
Quality” in the upper toolbar.
Integrated scenario comparison view The integrated scenario comparison view aims at supporting the comparison between two planning alternatives for all deficit sectors while taking the data quality into account
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Figure 5.5: Integrated scenario comparison view to compare two alternatives
and their data quality.
(Figure 5.5). This view has a priority sectors view with two bars, each bar
represents an alternative to compare. In the bottom part, two DQD-Deficit
matrices, each corresponding to one of the alternatives. Finally, on mouse
over a bar the exact vale of the bar is shown.
Data quality analysis view The data quality analysis view supports
the comparison of the data quality of multiple UPZ in Bogotá. Figure 5.6
presents an example to the data quality of 16 UPZ simultaneously. This
view contains 16 DQD-Deficit views to compare between them. The design
criteria are the same as described in the design of analysis task 1. On mouse
over a square the exact value of the DQD is shown.
Total error histogram view The total error histogram view visualizes
the distribution of the total amount of errors for the complete dataset (see
Figure 5.7). On the x-axis, the number of registers with errors is shown,
while on the y-axis, the number of errors is shown. The bar chart is selected
because it allows to easily compare between the amount of different numbers
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Figure 5.6: Data quality analysis view for comparing the data quality of
different UPZs.
of errors. Additionally, this visualization technique is well known to the users
from the application domain. The exact values are shown on mouse over.

Figure 5.7: Total error histogram view showing the distribution of the total
amount of errors for the complete dataset by DQD.
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Figure 5.8: DQD error histogram view showing the distribution of the errors
for the complete dataset.
DQD error histogram view The DQD error histogram view shows
the distribution of the errors by type for the complete dataset (see Figure 5.8).
The x-axis represents the DQDs and the y-axis shows the number of errors.
On mouse over, the exact value of errors is shown. This view uses a bar chart
because its frequent use in the application domain and no further alternatives
were considered.

5.1.4

Implementation

The implementation follows a client-server architecture that aims at having
a centralized server with multiple clients available on different devices or
platforms such as desktops, tablets, or cellphones. Furthermore, this architecture eases the collaborative analysis between the users. In Figure 5.9, the
complete architecture is presented using a components diagram. The architecture consists of three sets of components or layers: Client, Server, and
External.
External The external components are applications or data sources required by the stakeholders. The applications provide an interface to generate, process, or export data, i.e., Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
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Figure 5.9: Components diagram of the application
such as Arcgis, or Vissim. The external applications will enrich the analysis
by processing and generating new data in execution time. The data sources
will provide complementary information to the whole platform, i.e., streaming data from meteorological stations or GPS traces reported from cellphone
users. For this iteration, a Vissim interface and a simulated data stream from
meteorological stations was included.
Server The server is the core of the application and it is written in C ++ .
It has all the information and most of the analysis tools. Besides, it manages
the data sources, the external interfaces, and the client synchronization. This
set of components has a custom data model with semantic features enriching
the analysis. It has no visualization capabilities. It consists of the following
components:
UPA IO This component includes the interfaces to read and write data
from external applications and data sources. It also includes a preprocessing stage to evaluate the data quality and to identify conflicts.
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UPA DataAdministrator This component contains and manages the custom data model structuring and processing the information. Additionally, this component resolves possible conflicts and generates the estimation of the data quality dimensions by using statistical methods
when they are available.
UPA Analyzer This Component provides high level analysis tools to the
user by using the services offered by the UPA DataAdministrator and
the external applications.
Client This set of components contains visual tools, interactive tools, and
specific purpose applications. The visual and interactive tools, provided
by UPA VisualInteractionAdmin, might be implemented in several programming languages. Here, C++ and OpenSceneGraph are used.

5.1.5

Evaluation

The evaluation consist of three interviews (two with experts in visualization
and one with an expert in urban planning) and an experiment with experts in
urban planning. The interviews with visualization experts aim at validating
the design criteria, as well as the quality and the usability of the interactive visualizations. With the interview with the urban planning expert, the
domain knowledge constraints and the visualizations will be tested and validated. After the interviews, the changes and the suggestions were analyzed
and used for improving the applications. Then, the resulting applications
were evaluated using the experiment.
The experiment aims at testing the applications supporting the analysis
tasks 1 and 2. The proposals and the design decisions were evaluated with a
group of experts in urban planning.
The experimental design consists of three parts: hypotheses definition,
activities and metrics, and the protocol. The hypotheses establish a set of
assumptions to be confirmed or refuted. The activities define a set of actions
and metrics to measure the performance or success of the activities. The protocol establishes the procedure to perform the experiment. The protocol has
three steps: introduction, assessment, and survey. The introduction includes
a description of the test, participants’s profile, and a consent form. The assessment has the activities to be performed by the participants. Finally, the
survey aims at gathering feedback from the participants.
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Evaluation for analysis task 1
Hypotheses Four hypotheses are tested: three of them are related to technical aspects, and one is related to the inclusion of data quality issues in the
urban planning process. The hypotheses are:
1. The developed application makes the analysis of the deficit of the facilities system in Bogotá easier.
2. The data quality representation in the map is clear.
3. The data quality matrix (DQ-Matrix) for one UPZ is easy to understand.
4. The data quality features complement the analysis.
Activities In total there are three activities. Activity A1 (related to ST4
and ST5 ) asked to identify the most and the least critical UPZ according to
the total deficit and the six priority sectors, as well as the deficit value. In
Activity A2 (related to ST3 ), the participants had to select a random UPZ
and to identify the most and the least critical sector and the deficit value.
Finally, in Activity A3 (related to ST6 and ST7 ), the participants had to
identify 4 UPZs according to the 4 DQ categories and to quantify the number
of errors of every DQ category (red squares in the DQD-Matrix). Table 5.11
shows the relation between the activities and subtasks for analysis task 1.
To test hypothesis 1, A1 will be performed, and a set of questions will be
asked to the participants. In Table 5.12, a summary is presented. Hypothesis 2 will be tested by executing A3 measuring correctness and participant
performance time. Table 5.13 includes the activities to test this hypothesis.
In order to test hypothesis 3, A2 will be performed. Table 5.14 summarizes
the activities to test this hypothesis. Hypothesis 4 will be tested performing
A3 . In Table 5.15 the activities are presented.
Protocol The evaluation was performed in three main stages: introduction, assessment, and survey.
Introduction (12 min) The introduction explains the objective of the
test and the application was shown to the participants. Moreover, a tutorial to the application was performed (questions from the participants were
allowed). Finally, the participants could try the application.
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Analysis task
ST1
ST2
ST3
ST4
ST5
ST6
ST7

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

Table 5.11: Relation between the subtasks and the activities for analysis
task 1.
Activity
A1
A1
A1

Question
Is it possible to perform the activity with the
provided visualizations?
What is the correctness of the activity?
How much time is required to achieve the
activity?

Metric
Yes/No
Success rate
Time

Table 5.12: Questions to test hypothesis 1.
1. Introduction to the test (4 min)
2. Tutorial to the application (5 min)
3. Interaction with the application (3min)
Assessment (27 min) In the assessment stage, the participant executes the activities A1 -A3 and the subtasks ST3 to ST7 indirectly. The metrics for every activities are the correctness and the participant performance
time.
1. The participant must identify the UPZ with the highest and the lowest
deficit for each sector and register the UPZ name and the deficit value
in a table. If there are more than one UPZ that fulfill the criteria, only
one will be considered. (A1 , 15 min)
2. The participant has to select one UPZ and identify which sector is the
most critical and which sector the least critical. (A2 , 2 min)
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Activity
A2
A2
A2
A2
A2

Question
Is it possible to perform the activity with the
provided visualizations?
How many UPZ have data quality problems?
How many UPZ have missing data?
In the UPZ with data quality problems, the
issues are the same?
How much time is it required to achieve the
task?

Metric
Yes/No
Success rate
Success rate
Yes/No
Time

Table 5.13: Questions to test hypothesis 2.
Activity
A3
A3
A3

Question
Is it possible to perform the activity with the
provided visualizations?
How many reliability issues does the UPZ El
Rincon have?
How much time is required to achieve the
activity?

Metric
Yes/No
Success rate
Time

Table 5.14: Questions to test hypothesis 3.
3. The participant must find the UPZ that complies with the data quality
category (category0 : no data quality problem, category1 : one problem
of accuracy or consistency, category2 more than one data quality problem). Additionally, the participant has to write in a table the name
of the UPZ and the number of errors according to each DQD. (A3 , 10
min)
Survey (10min) The survey aims at gathering the feedback from the
participant after performing the three activities. Additionally, the survey
consists of eight questions to get additional feedback. Six questions examine
the usefulness and the usability of the application using a 5-Point LikertScale with an additional answer ”I do not know”. One question asked which
applications are used by the participants for this type of analysis, and one
question asked about how often these are used. The questions of the survey
are:
Q1 How helpful is the layout of the application?
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Activity
A3

A3
A3

Question
Is it possible to perform the subtask with the
provided visualizations? (including the data
quality issues)
The inclusion of data quality features complements the analysis?
The inclusion of data quality makes difficult
the analysis?

Metric
Success rate

Likert scale
Likert scale

Table 5.15: Questions to test hypothesis 4.
Q2 Is it easy to perceive the DQ features in the map view?
Q3 Do the DQ features complement the analysis?
Q4 Is it easy to distinguish the three categories of DQ in the DQD-Matrix?
Q5 Do the DQ features make the analysis more difficult?
Q6 Does the application make the analysis tasks easier?
Q7 How frequently do you use these tools for visualizing and analyzing the
facilities system?
Q8 Which tools do you use for visualizing and analyzing the facilities system?
Evaluation for analysis task 2
Hypotheses The hypotheses for this evaluation are:
1. The interactive application makes the planning of new facilities easier.
2. The data quality features are easily identified.
3. The integrated comparison visualization eases the scenario comparison.
4. The data quality visualizations are clear. (Multiple DQ-matrix, total
error histogram, and DQD error histogram).
5. The data quality visualizations are useful.
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Activity
A1

Question
Identify the most critical sector in the UPZ?

A1

Identify the least critical sector in the UPZ?

A2

Identify 10 available lots to build facilities in
the UPZ?
Is there any change in the indicators after
placing a new facility?
Is there the difference between an existing
facility and a new facility clear?
Is there any change in the resources values
after placing a new facility?

A3
A3
A3

Metric
Success rate
and time
Success rate
and time
Success rate
and time
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

Table 5.16: Activities to test hypothesis 1.
Activities The participants are asked to perform four activities. Activity
A1 asked to identify the most and the least critical sector in the UPZ, as
well as the deficit value. During activity A2 , the participants had to identify
three available lots to build facilities in the UPZ. Activity A3 asked to build
a new facility and to identify the changes in the Priority Sectors View and
in the Resources View. During activity A4 , participants had to identify
three buildings with data quality problems. Activity A5 asked to identify
the scenario with a better health indicator and which scenario requires more
money investments. During Activity A6 , participants had to identify which
UPZ have more data quality problems.
The activities are focused on the analysis of the deficit and the building
of new facilities in a predefined zone. Table 5.16 summarizes the activities
to test hypothesis 1.
The activities related to hypothesis 2 are oriented to evaluate the effectiveness of the data quality features in the interactive visualizations. Table
5.17 presents the activities to test this hypothesis.
The activities related to hypothesis 3 aim at testing the usefulness for the
scenario comparison tools provided by the application. The activities to test
hypothesis 3 are presented in Table 5.18.
The activities to test hypothesis 4 are related to the visualizations that
have data quality features: Multiple DQ-matrix, total error histogram, and
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Activity
A4

Question
Identify 7 buildings with data quality issues

A4

Which visualization(s) include data quality
features?

Metric
Success rate
and time
Success rate
and time

Table 5.17: Activities to test hypothesis 2.
Activity
A5
A5

Question
The scenarios can be distinguished
Which scenario has a better health indicator?

A5

Which scenario requires more money investments?
Which scenario has more data quality issues?

A5

Metric
Yes/No
Success rate
and time
Success rate
and time
Success rate
and time

Table 5.18: Activities to test hypothesis 3.
DQD error histogram. They are described in Table 5.19.
Hypothesis 5 is tested with the activities used to test hypothesis 4 and
with the questions described in Table 5.20.
Protocol The experiment consists of three main stages: introduction, assessment, and documentation.
Introduction (7min) The introduction explained the objective of the
test and the application was showed to the participants. Moreover, the interactive visualizations and the main functions of the application were described.
1. Introduction to the test (2 min).
2. Tutorial to the application (5 min)
Assessment (25 min) In the assessment stage, the participant will execute the activities A1 -A6 . The metrics for every activity are the correctness
and the participant performance time. Additionally, a scenario comparison
analysis and a data quality analysis will be performed.
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Activity
A6
A6

Question
Is the Multiple DQ-matrix clear?
Which UPZ has most data quality problems?

A6

Which UPZ have no data quality problems?

A6
A6

Is the total error histogram clear?
How many data have five data quality problems?
Is the DQD error histogram clear?
How many data have consistency problems
(Cons.)?

A6
A6

Metric
Likert scale
Success rate
and time
Success rate
and time
Likert scale
Success rate
and time
Likert scale
Success rate
and time

Table 5.19: Activities to test hypothesis 4.
Activity
DQ analysis
DQ analysis
DQ analysis

Question
Is the Multiple DQ-matrix useful?
Is the total error histogram useful?
Is the DQD error histogram useful?

Metric
Likert scale
Likert scale
Likert scale

Table 5.20: Activities to test hypothesis 5.
1. Execution of A1 (2 min). The participant must identify which is the
most and the least critical sector in the UPZ.
2. Execution of A2 (3 min). The participant must find three available lots
to build facilities in the UPZ.
3. Execution of A3 (4 min). The participant must build a facility for the
recreation sector and verify how much does the deficit indicator and
the resources change?
4. Execution of A4 (3 min). The participant must identify three buildings
with data quality problems?
5. Execution of A5 (5 min). The participant must launch the scenario
comparison tool and:
(a) Identify which scenario has the best indicator of health?
(b) Which scenario requires more money investment?
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(c) Which scenario has more data quality issues?
6. Execution of A6 (8 min). The participant must:
(a) Launch the data quality analysis and identify the UPZ with most
data quality issues and the UPZ without data quality issues.
(b) Launch the total error histogram and find how many data have
five data quality errors.
(c) Launch the DQD error histogram and look for how many data
have consistency problems.
Survey (10min) The survey aims at gathering the feedback from the
participant after performing the seven subtasks. Additionally, a set of questions is included in order to assess the analysis process with and without the
application, as well as the existing applications that support the facilities
system analysis nowadays. One question validates the perception of the data
quality feature and six questions evaluate the usefulness and the usability of
the application using a five-point Likert-Scale with an additional answer ”I
do not know”. The questions of the survey are:
Q1 : Which of the provided visualizations include data quality issues?
Q2 : How helpful is the layout of the application?
Q3 : It is easy to perceive the data quality features in the Map View.
Q4 : In the DQD-Matrix, is it easy to distinguish the three categories of data
quality?
Q5 : The data quality features complement the analysis.
Q6 : The data quality features make the analysis more difficult.
Q7 : The application makes the analysis easier.

5.1.6

Evaluation results

Results for analysis task 1
Five expert participants, three women and two men, participated in the experiment. All the participants have experience in the urban planning process
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DQ Category
No Data
No DQ problems
Minor DQ problems
Critical DQ problems

UPZ
5
4
4
5

Errors
3
3
4
5

Table 5.21: Number of participants who achieved correct results for Activity
A3 (5 participants).
and they have knowledge about the facilities system and the current situation
in Bogotá. Four of them have more than two years of experience, and they
obtained the experience by working on projects and doing research. Additionally, all participants are familiar with Geographical Information Systems
and similar applications. For Activity A1 , the median time was 7 minutes. 4
out of 5 participants successfully identified the UPZ with the highest deficit,
3 out of 5 the highest deficit value, 2 out of 5 the UPZ with the lowest deficit,
and 2 out of 5 the lowest deficit value. For Activity A2 , the median time was
2 minutes with a minimum of 2 minutes and a maximum of 5 minutes. 5 out
of 5 participants identified the most and the least critical sector, as well as
the exact value of the deficit correctly. For Activity A3 , the median time was
5 minutes, with a minimum of 5 minutes and a maximum of 8 minutes. In
Table 5.21, the number of participants who achieved this activity correctly
is shown. All the participants successfully identified the UPZ with No Data,
and 3 quantified the number of DQ errors correctly. For the No DQ problems, 4 out of 5 participants found the UPZ correctly, and 3 the number of
errors. 4 out of 5 participants successfully found the UPZ and 4 the number
of errors for the Minor DQ problems. Finally, all the participants successfully
identified the UPZ and the number of errors for the Critical DQ problems
category.
The survey results for the questions one to six are presented in Figure 5.10.
For Q1 , 3 out of 5 participants strongly agreed, while 1 agreed, and 1 was
neutral. For Q2 , 4 out of 5 participants agreed and 1 strongly agreed. For
Q3 , 3 out of 5 participants strongly agreed and 2 agreed. For Q4 , 4 out of 5
participants strongly agreed and 1 was neutral. For Q5 , 4 out of 5 participants
disagreed and 1 was neutral. For Q6 , 3 out of 5 participants agreed, 1 strongly
agreed, and 1 was neutral. Regarding Question 7, 2 participants use this
kind of application frequently, 2 sometimes, and 1 rarely. Finally, regarding
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Figure 5.10: Survey results for the questions one to six.
Question 8, 5 participants use Arcgis (satisfaction level: 76%), 4 Excel (70%),
2 Quantum Gis (70%), and 1 other tools (20%).
Findings The results of Activity A1 show that it is easy to find the UPZ
with the highest deficit due to the selected colorscale; however, it is hard
to identify the UPZ with the lowest deficit because of several low values
and similar colors in the colorscale. For Activity A2 , the results of the bar
chart facilitates the comparison of the deficits by sectors probably also due
to having numbers over the bars. Finally, from the results for Activity A3 it
is possible to conclude that the four categories of DQ are distinguishable in
the MapView.
From the survey it was found that the layout is helpful and that using
texture to map the DQ is effective and that it is easy to perceive the DQ in
the MapView. In the DQD-Matrix, the three categories are distinguishable,
however a legend would be beneficial. Additionally, the participants consider
that DQ features are important, complement the analysis, and that they are
ready to use them. Besides, the participants consider that the DQ analysis
does not make the analysis more difficult and that the evaluated application
makes the analysis tasks easier to perform.
Validity All the material was reviewed by three researchers in parallel,
and there were three trials before the test with the expert participants. This
adds to the construct validity. As all participants assessed the test in their
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offices with similar conditions using the same laptop, a written protocol,
and a limited amount of time (40 min), the effect seen is likely to come
from the experiment setting (internal validity). Further, a relation between
the results and the visualization and interaction can be established. This
makes it unlikely that secondary effects are dominant. The results are generalizable (external validity) because the participants knowledge matches the
knowledge of the target population. As the material was reviewed by three
researchers, the reliability is high.
Limitations Due to the explorative nature of the tasks and the need of experienced participants, only few participants could be found. This limits the
study type, as for controlled experiments six times more participants would
be needed. Further, specific tasks were used to make the results between
the participants comparable. More general, exploration tasks, like subtasks
ST1 and ST2 (Section 5.1.1) would provide additional information about the
usefulness of the system.
Results for analysis task 2
Five participants, three women and two men, performed the case study. The
participants are experts in urban planning and they know the current situation of Bogotá. Four of the participants have more than two years of
experience and they obtained the experience by doing research and working
on projects. Furthermore, the participants are familiar with Geographical
Information Systems and similar applications. For activity A1 , 4 out of 5
participants successfully identified the most critical sector and its value in
the UPZ, all participants identified the least critical sector, while 3 out of 5
identified the exact value. For activity A2 , all the participants identified the
names of the available lots and 4 out of 5 participants recorded their cadastral code and their area correctly. During activity A3 , all participants built
the facility successfully, 3 out of 5 perceived that the indicator changed in the
Priority Sectors View, and all participants perceived that the Resources View
changed. For activity A4 , all participants identified the buildings with problems with their respective name and area and 3 out of 5 successfully logged
the cadastal code. For activity A5 , all the participants successfully identified
the alternative with the best health indicator and the highest money investment. For activity A6 , 4 out 5 participants identified the UPZ with most of
the DQ problems.
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Figure 5.11: Survey results for the questions two to seven.
For Q1 , 5 out of 5 participants successfully identified the views with data
quality features (Mapview and Resources View ) and without data quality
features (Overview and Priority Sectors View ). For Q2 , 3 out of 5 participants strongly agreed, 1 agreed, and 1 was neutral. For Q3 , 1 out of 5
participants strongly agreed and 4 agreed. For Q4 , 4 out of 5 participants
strongly agreed and 1 participant was neutral. For Q5 , 3 out of 5 participants
strongly agreed and 2 agreed. For Q6 , 1 out of 5 participants was neutral
and 4 disagreed. For Q7 , 1 out of 5 participants strongly agreed, 3 agreed,
and 1 was neutral.
Findings The results for activity A1 show that it is easy to identify the
most and the least critical priority sector due to the bar chart being easy to
read and the value being provided over the bar. However, it is hard to identify
the lowest value because the zero value is not represented explicitly. For
activity A2 , the results show that the identification of the available lots is easy
due to the good color selection and the legend. Nevertheless, the cadastral
codes are complex and the alphanumeric codes are hard to interpret. For
activity A3 , the results evidence that it is easy to perceive the changes in
the Resources View because the bar chart is clear. However, there were
problems perceiving the changes in the Priority Sectors View because the
existing area and the built area are not distinguishable. For activity A4 , the
results show that the buildings with data quality problems are perceivable.
However, the cadastral codes were not registered correctly as a result of
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the complex alphanumeric codes. For activity A5 , the results show that
the scenario comparison view is effective to perform comparisons between
two alternatives. However, to compare more than two scenarios additional
changes must be implemented to avoid overloading the visualization. For
activity A6 , the result shows that the DQ comparison is suitable and effective.
However, exact metrics or values would be convenient to ease the comparison.
From the survey it was found that the data quality features are perceivable by the participants. The participants consider that it is possible to
analyze the data quality with the provided visualizations. Additionally, the
participants agree that the DQD-Matrix is clear and useful. Finally, the participants consider that the inclusion of data quality features in the analysis
is important and that this does not increase the complexity of the analysis.
Validity In order to guarantee the validity of this case study, a set of actions were considered. First, the material for the study was reviewed by three
researchers in parallel, and three trials were performed before the test with
expert participants. This adds to the construct validity and the reliability is
high. Additionally, all participants performed the test in their offices with
similar conditions using the same computer, a written protocol, and a limited
amount of time (40 minutes). Thus, the effect seen is likely to come from
the experiment setting (internal validity). Moreover, a relation between the
results, the visualization and the interaction can be established. Finally, the
results are generalizable (external validity) because the participants knowledge matches the knowledge of the target population.
Limitations Due to the specialized nature of the tasks and the need of experienced participants, only few participants could be found. This limits the
study type, as for controlled experiments six times more participants would
be needed. Further, specific tasks were used to make the results between the
participants comparable.

5.1.7

Conclusion

An application to support the analysis and the design of the facilities system
in Bogotá was developed. The test of the application shows that the DQ
features complement the analysis and that they do not make the process
more difficult.
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This case study established the first version of the methodology. The
methodology data preparation was tested, as well as the interactive visualization design. However additional iterations are required to improve the
methodology.

5.2

Analyzing taxi rides in Bogotá: Tappsi
case study

Tappsi is an application for mobile devices connecting taxi drivers and participants fast and safely. From the information gathered by this application,
it is possible to analyze the behavior of participants, the offer and the demand for taxis, as well as the velocities over the street network. Tappsi has
more than 520,000 participants and 12,000 taxi drivers that produce a huge
amount of data. The existing infrastructure makes it possible to manage the
data and to support the mobile application and the marketing area. However,
a detailed analysis of the data or its quality is not supported.

5.2.1

Analysis task identification

The analysis tasks for analyzing the Tappsi data were identified using surveys
and interviews with experts in transport and taxi traffic analysis. Thus, five
analysis task were identified. Here, we focus on two tasks: exploration of
Tappsi rides and comparison of Tappsi rides.
Analysis task 1: exploration of Tappsi rides
The exploration of Tappsi rides aims at supporting the preliminary analysis
by the experts exploring the dataset with or without context information.
• Task description: Explore the complete data set.
• Type: Observation.
• Visual operations: Identify, locate, associate, and compare.
• Interaction operations: Select, explore, and filter.
• Associated data: T axirides and context information.
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• Subtasks: Subtasks ST1 -ST6 are related to the analysis of the Tappsi
rides, while subtasks ST7 and ST8 are related to the data quality.
ST1
ST2
ST3
ST4
ST5
ST6
ST7
ST8

Where does the ride start?
Where does the ride end?
Which rides are the most expensive?
Which are the properties of a ride?
Which rides cross a particular zone?
When is the rush hour for taxi rides?
Which rides have data quality problems?
Which data quality problems do the rides have?

Analysis task 2: comparison of Tappsi rides
The comparison of Tappsi rides aims at comparing the trajectory and the
attributes of different rides with the same origin and destination.
• Task description: Compare between different rides having the same
origin and destination.
• Type: Evaluation.
• Visual operations: Identify, locate, associate, and compare.
• Interaction operations: Select, explore, reconfigure, filter, and connect.
• Associated data: T axirides and user-defined zones (origin/destination).
• Subtasks: Subtasks ST1 -ST5 are related to the comparison of the
Tappsi rides, while subtask ST6 is related to the data quality.
ST1 Which routes do the taxis take to go from the origin to the destination zone?
ST2 Which ride is the fastest?
ST3 Which ride is the most expensive?
ST4 Which ride is the longest?
ST5 Is there any temporal pattern in the rides?
ST6 Which rides have data quality problems?
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5.2.2

Data preparation

The Tappsi application usually is executed on tablets by the taxi drivers
and on smart phones by the taxi users. The Tappsi dataset comprises
data of 5,000 taxis in Bogotá, from January 5th, 2015 to January 18th,
2015. The dataset contains 192,148 rides with id, idtappsi , trequest , prequest ,
and trajectory. The id is a unique identifier of the ride in the complete
dataset. The idtappsi is the identifier of the taxi. The trequest is the date
and the time of the taxi request from the user; similarly, the prequest =
(latituderequest , longituderequest ) is the position of the taxi request. Finally,
the trajectory is a sequence of positions recorded every 45 seconds with
latitude and longitude. trajectory = {p0 , p1 , ...pn |∀0 ≤ k ≤ n : pk =
(latitudek , longitudek )}.
Additionally, the following information is computed for each ride: distance,
duration, velocity, and price. distance is the length of the ride, and can be
estimated using Equation 5.1, where distance(pk , pk+1 ) is the geodesic distance in meters. duration is the total time of the ride. It is estimated using
Equation 5.2, where tbase is the time between the user request and the taxi
service arrival (2 minutes, defined by experts), n is the number of points
of the trajectory, and ∆sample is the sampling period of the trajectory (45
seconds). velocity is the average velocity of a ride. It is estimated by using
Equation 5.3 and it is given in km/h. price is the total price of the ride in
COP and is defined by Equations 5.4–5.8.
distance(trajectory) =

n−1
X

distance(pi , pi+1 )

(5.1)

i=0

duration(trajectory) = tbase + n ∗ ∆sample
velocity(trajectory) =

distance(trajectory)
duration(trajectory)

pricemin = 3, 900COP
pricebase = 2, 000COP
distance(trajectory)
pricedistance =
· 78COP
100m
n · ∆sample
pricetime =
· 78COP
30s
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(5.2)
(5.3)

(5.4)
(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)

Data
idtappsi
trequest

Data Type
Scalar
Temporal

Features
Ordinal
Instant

trajectory

Geospatial

Line, Ordinal

distance
duration
velocity
price

Scalar
Scalar
Scalar
Scalar

Ordinal
Ordinal
Ordinal
Ordinal

Description
Identifier of the taxi driver
Time stamp of the service
request
Spatial trajectory of the
taxi ride
Total distance of the ride
Total time of the ride
Average velocity of the ride
Total price of the ride

Table 5.22: Dataset classification for the Tappsi case study.

price = max(pricebase + pricedistance + pricetime , pricemin )

(5.8)

From the Tappsi information (summarized in Table 5.22), it is possible
to analyze the behavior of users, the offer, and the demand for taxis, as well
as the velocities over the street network.
Data quality selection and assessment
By using the process presented in Section 3.2, data quality dimensions are
selected. For this case study, the data types are: spatial, temporal, and
scalars. The DQDs depending on the data types are shown in Table 5.23.
DQD/Data Type
Accuracy
Consistency
Completeness
Believability
Currency
Timeliness

Spatial

Temporal

Scalar

Table 5.23: Selection of DQD according to the data types.
The types for the analysis tasks 1 and 2 are observation and evaluation,
respectively. Taking Tables 3.3 and 3.4 as reference, the DQDs depending
on the analysis task are selected (Table 5.24). Consequently, only the DQDs
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DQD
Accuracy
Consistency
Completeness
Believability
Currency
Timeliness
Subjectivity

Data Type

Analysis Task 1

Analysis Task 2

Table 5.24: Selected DQD after applying the selection process for this case
study.
valid for the two analysis task are considered: accuracy, consistency, believability, currency, and timeliness. However, for the importance of the syntax
and semantics of the dataset the accuracy is divided into syntactic accuracy
and semantic accuracy. Analyzing the dataset and taking the importance of
the spatial data into account, spatial accuracy is considered as an additional
DQD.
The assessment for the DQDs is performed as follows:
1. The syntactic accuracy is estimated by defining a domain or data type
and then evaluating if the data items belong to the domain (Table 5.25).
2. The semantic accuracy verifies if the attributes’ values are in a domain.
The domains established for the Tappsi data set are given in Table 5.26.
3. The spatial accuracy is a special case of semantic validity for spatial
data (explained in detail in Section 3.5.2). For spatial data, there
are two constraints associated: location constraint and car tracking
constraint. The location constraint requires all positions to be inside
the city. The car tracking constraint aims at capturing abrupt changes
in taxi’s trajectories.
4. The Consistency is estimated by using the semantic rules defined by
the experts.
(a) price as defined by Equation 5.8.
(b) velocity ≤

distance
.
duration
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Attribute [at]
id
idtappsi
trequest
prequest
trajectory
numberpoints
duration
distance
price
velocity

Format [F ]
Z+
Z+
dd/M M/yyyy
hh:mm:ss
(R, R)
{(R, R), ...}
Z+
R+
R+
R+
R+

Data type
IN T EGER
IN T EGER
DAT E
(DOU BLE, DOU BLE)
DOU BLE[ ][ ]
IN T EGER
DOU BLE
DOU BLE
DOU BLE
DOU BLE

Table 5.25: For each attribute, format and data type of the attribute are
given. This information is used for determining the syntactic accuracy of the
data values obtained for an attribute..
Attribute [at]
idtappsi
trequest
numberpoints
duration
distance
price
velocity

Domain [D]
0 ≤ idtappsi ≤ 5, 000
05/01/2015 ≤ trequest ≤ 18/01/2015
0 < numberpoints ≤ 960
0 < duration ≤ 43, 200seconds
0 ≤ distance ≤ 33km
2, 900COP ≤ price < 140, 600COP
0 ≤ velocity ≤ 180km/h

Table 5.26: Domains for each of the attributes of the Tappsi data set used
for this study.
(c) The distance between the request position prequest and the starting
point of the trajectory p0 has to be less than 500m.
distance(prequest , p0 ) ≤ 500m.
5. The believability is estimated by using the completeness, accuracy,
and consistency (Taking as reference the definitions presented in Sections 2.2.2 and 3.5.1) using Equation 5.9, where Bk is the believability
of taxi k, Vsyn is the syntactic validity, Vsem is the semantic validity,
Vspa is the spatial validity, C is the consistency, and Wsyn , Wsem , Wspa ,
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Wc are weights to define the influence of each metric. For this case
study: Wsyn = Wsem = Wspa = Wc = 1

Bk =

(Wsyn ∗ Vsyn + Wsem ∗ Vsem + Wspa ∗ Vspa + Wc ∗ C)
(Wsyn + Wsem + Wspa + Wc )

(5.9)

6. Currency is estimated for the time oriented data by using the Equation 2.4 defined in Section 2.1.4.
7. Timeliness is estimated for the time oriented data using Equation 2.5
defined in Section 2.1.4.

5.2.3

Interactive visualization design

The interactive visualization design follows the process presented in Section
4.3. For this case study, two interactive visualizations are generated in order
to support analysis tasks 1 and 2 (AT1 and AT2 ).
Interactive visualization design for AT1
The suitable visualization techniques are selected according to the data types
and the visual operations (taking as reference Table A.1, A.5 and B.3). The
data and their types for this analysis task (Table 5.22) as well as the suitable
visualization techniques are presented in Table 5.27. All the selected visualizations techniques are valid for the analysis task type that is observation.
In order to select a single visualization technique for trequest the selection
from domain knowledge is used. As a result, the bar chart is selected due
to its popularity in the urban planing domain to visualize trequest (here the
integrated approach is used). Network maps were chosen for representing the
trajectory (applying the integrated approach) and parallel coordinates were
chosen for representing the correlation between the remaining attributes and
the DQ of the attributes (applying the specialized approach).
The interaction techniques for the respective visualization techniques are
presented in Table 5.28. Encoding and abstraction will be omitted because
they are not needed for this particular analysis task.
The dashboard supporting analysis task 1 (exploration of Tappsi rides)
includes five interactive views as shown in Figure 5.12. These interactive
views support the subtasks as described in Table 5.29.
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Data
trequest

Data Type
Temporal

Features
Instant

trajectory

Geospatial

Line, Ordinal

distance

Scalar

Ordinal

duration

Scalar

Ordinal

price

Scalar

Ordinal

velocity

Scalar

Ordinal

Visualization technique
Point plot, line plot, bar
graph, gantt chart, silhouette graph, and tile maps
Line diagram,
network
maps, and flow maps
Scatterplot, scatterplot matrix, line graph, parallel coordinates, radar plot, and
bar chart.
Scatterplot, scatterplot matrix, line graph, parallel coordinates, radar plot, and
bar chart.
Scatterplot, scatterplot matrix, line graph, parallel coordinates, radar plot, and
bar chart.
Scatterplot, scatterplot matrix, line graph, parallel coordinates, radar plot, and
bar chart.

Connecting

Abstracting

Encoding

Reconfiguring

Filtering

Selection

Visualization technique
Network maps
Bar graph/ Spike graph
Parallel coordinates

Navigation

Table 5.27: Suitable visualization techniques for analysis task 1 (AT1 ) of the
Tappsi case study.

Table 5.28: Interaction techniques for exploration of Tappsi rides.
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View
Map view
Options view
Rides view
DQD view
Bar graph view

ST1 ST2 ST3 ST4 ST5 ST6 ST7 ST8

Table 5.29: Interactive views and their relation to the supported subtasks.

Figure 5.12: TAXIAnalyzer screenshot, dashboard supporting the exploration of Tappsi rides. a. Map view showing Bogotá and the Tappsi rides.
b. Options view guiding the selection of options and loading the contextual
information. c. Rides view representing attributes for the rides in the map
view. d. DQD view showing the data quality dimensions for the visualized
rides. e. Bar graph view representing the number of rides with and without
problems aggregated by hour for two weeks.
Map view The map view shows a 2D map representation of the city and
the surrounding area (Figure 5.12a). The map view offers seven visualiza116

tion options: Rides, Starting Positions, Ending Positions, Starting Positions
(Clustering), Ending Positions (Clustering), Duration Heatmap (Starting Positions), and Duration Heatmap (Ending Positions).
The Rides visualization shows the trajectory of the rides on the map and
the taxis’ average velocity. The rides are color coded according to the velocity
using red, blue, and green color representing low, medium, and high velocity,
respectively. Additionally, the rides are colored in black when data quality
problems exist. To represent the trajectories, two visualization techniques
are suitable: network maps and flow maps. Network maps show the exact
shape of the ride; however, overlapping may occur. Flow maps cluster similar
trajectories, but overlapping may occur. To keep the shape of the trajectory,
network maps are used (Figure 5.12a).
Starting positions and Ending Positions show the initial (blue circle) and
final position (orange circle) of a Tappsi service. The suitable visualization
techniques are dot maps and pixel maps. Dot maps represent the exact
position, but occlusion may occur while visualizing a large number of points.
Pixel maps are suitable for a large number of points; however, the geographic
reference is not kept. To visualize the starting and the ending position,
the geographical reference is important. Therefore, dot maps were used.
Figure 5.13a shows the Starting Positions visualization.
Similarly, Starting Positions (Clustering) and Ending Positions (Clustering) show the initial (blue circle) and the final positions (orange circle) of
the Tappsi service. Clustering the respective positions by using a distance
criterion is possible. Clustering while zooming in/out shows bigger color
coded circles (green for small clusters and yellow for bigger clusters) with
the number of clustered points. The criterion for selecting the visualization technique is the same as for Starting Positions and Ending Positions.
Figure 5.13b shows the Starting Positions (Clustering) visualization.
Finally, Duration Heatmap (Starting Positions) and Duration Heatmap
(Ending Positions) show the initial positions (blue color) and the final positions (orange) of a Tappsi service using a blurry circle. The duration of
the service is encoded using color saturation (more saturated/darker means
longer Tappsi rides). Duration Heatmap (Starting Positions) and Duration
Heatmap (Ending Positions) are shown in Figures 5.14a and 5.14b, respectively.
According to MacEachren et al. [31], fuzziness, location, value, size, and
transparency are recommended graphical variables to represent data quality.
Location and size are reserved for geographical objects in the map. Color
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Figure 5.13: a. Starting Positions visualization. b. Starting Positions (Clustering) visualization.
hue is used for encoding data over rides. Fuzziness and transparency interfere
with the rides representation. Finally, the color black was used to encode
rides with DQ issues.
For all the visualizations in the map view, the map can be moved by
dragging the mouse while zoom in/out is possible by using the mouse scroll
wheel or by using the ”+” and ”-” buttons. For the Rides visualization
additional information is shown on mouse over a ride. A ride can be centered
and selected by clicking on it. The rides can be filtered by clicking on the
) and clicking to create a polygon, or by clicking on
polygon button (
the square button ( ) and dragging the mouse to create a square. After
drawing a square or a polygon edit ( ) and delete ( ) buttons will be
enabled.
Options view The options view shows 3 different options (Figure 5.12b):
1. “Selection of the attribute” offers seven attributes that can be visualized in the map view: Rides, Starting Positions, Ending Positions,
Starting Positions (Clustering), Ending Positions (Clustering), Dura118

Figure 5.14: a. Duration Heatmap (Starting Positions) visualization. b.
Duration Heatmap (Ending Positions) visualization.
tion Heatmap (Starting Positions), and Duration Heatmap (Ending Positions). These influence, which information is shown in the map view.
2. “Select the starting date and time of the analysis” shows the exact
date and time as feedback. This influences, which data is shown in the
visualizations. Currently, the data over two weeks from the starting
date are shown.
3. “Load context information” shows additional information in the map
view to complement the analysis such as: Facilities system, Transport
zones, High impact zones, Job nodes 2008, Job nodes 2050, Transmilenio stations and coverage, and Urban Planning Zones (UPZ). After selecting the context information, it is loaded and displayed after pressing
the Load Data button.
Rides view The rides view shows the attributes of a ride (Figure 5.12c).
Each ride is encoded by using a blue line that crosses six axes corresponding
to six attributes: name, numberpoints , duration, distance, price, and veloc119

ity. Filtering is possible by dragging over an axis, and multiple filtering is
available. When filtering, the map view and the DQD view are updated.
The possible visualization techniques for this kind of data are scatterplot, scatterplot matrix, line graph, star plot, and parallel coordinates (Table 5.30). Scatterplots are suitable for huge datasets; however, it only shows
two or three variables simultaneously. Scatterplot matrix suitable for large
datasets and it shows several variables simultaneously. However, too many
space is required to implement it. Line graph only shows two or three variables simultaneously. Radar plot visualizes different data attributes simultaneously, but the comparison between the data items is not easy. Finally, parallel coordinates can be used to visualize multiple attributes (Inselberg [21])
but additional interaction techniques are required. For this view, parallel coordinates were selected because it is easy to compare between attributes and
rides simultaneously. Additionally, the use of parallel coordinates provides
scalability to this view. Furthermore, this view is suitable for streaming data.
DQD view The DQD view shows the data quality associated with a ride
(Figure 5.12d). Each yellow line represents a ride that crosses eight axes
meaning id (name) and seven data quality dimensions: syntactic validity,
semantic validity, spatial validity, consistency, believability, currency, and
timeliness. Multiple filtering is available by dragging the mouse over the
axes. After filtering, the other views are updated. The selection of the
visualization technique (parallel coordinates according to Inselberg [21]) for
the DQD view uses the same criteria as for the rides view described before.
Bar graph view The bar graph view represents the number of rides over
time, as shown in Figure 5.12e. This view uses stacked bars and the complete
bar represents the data aggregated over one hour and the height of the bar
represents the number of rides. The color encodes the rides without data
quality problems (blue color and up bar) and with data quality problems
(black color and bottom bar). Days are separated by gray lines and their
respective name is given. Weekends are represented by using light gray areas.
Detailed information is shown on mouse over a bar. If bars are selected, the
map view, the rides view, the DQD view, and the options view are updated.
Suitable visualization techniques for temporal data are point plot, line
plot, bar graph or spike graph, gantt chart, tile maps, and silhouette graph
(Table 5.30). The point plot represents the exact moment, but overlapping
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for simultaneous events may occur. The line plot is suitable for representing
a complete series over time. However, values between points are shown that
do not exist. The bar graph is easy for comparing, but is not suitable for
huge data sets. The gantt chart is suitable to show the duration of the rides,
but to compare the number of rides over time is a challenging. The tile
maps, represent the number of rides successfully. However the comparison of
area is a hard task. The silhouette graph is suitable for huge datasets, but
comparing the number of rides is not possible. The bar graph was selected
because comparing is an important task, the data is already aggregated and
can be further aggregated, and thus, the data set is not too huge.
Interactive visualization design for AT2
The valid visualization techniques for the comparison of Tappsi rides are
shown in Table 5.30. To select a single visualization technique, selection
from guidelines is used (Section 4.3). For the trajectories, the same visualization technique is used (network maps) in order to be coherent with the
visualization for analysis task AT1 . For distance and velocity, line plots are
used to encoded the ride by using lines. Finally for trequest , tile maps are
used for visualizing a complete week and for supporting the identification of
temporal patterns.
The dashboard to support analysis task 2 (comparison of Tappsi rides)
uses five interactive views shown in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16. The interactive views and their relation to the subtasks are shown in Table 5.31.
Comparison map view The comparison map view shows a 2D map of
the city. The origin and destination zones are represented by circles over the
map as shown in Figure 5.15a. The circles are color coded using blue color
for origin and orange for destination. The circles are transparent in order
to avoid occlusion of the Tappsi rides. The rides are color coded according
to the velocity using red, blue, and green color representing low, medium,
and high velocity, respectively. In addition, rides with data quality problems
are colored with black color. The criteria to select the network maps as
visualization technique are the same as described for the design of analysis
task 1.
In this view, the map can be moved by dragging the mouse while zoom
in/out is possible by using the mouse scroll wheel or by using the ”+” and
”-” buttons. Additional information is displayed on mouse over a ride; then,
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Data
trequest

Data Type
Temporal

Features
Instant

trajectory

Geospatial

Line, Ordinal

distance

Scalar

Ordinal

duration

Scalar

Ordinal

price

Scalar

Ordinal

velocity

Scalar

Ordinal

Visualization Technique
Point plot, line plot, bar
graph, gantt chart, silhouette graph, and tile maps
Line diagram,
network
maps, and flow maps
Scatterplot, scatterplot matrix, line graph, parallel coordinates, radar plot, and
bar chart.
Scatterplot, scatterplot matrix, line graph, parallel coordinates, radar plot, and
bar chart.
Scatterplot, scatterplot matrix, line graph, parallel coordinates, radar plot, and
bar chart.
Scatterplot, scatterplot matrix, line graph, parallel coordinates, radar plot, and
bar chart.

Table 5.30: Suitable visualization techniques for analysis task 2 (AT2 ) of the
Tappsi case study.
View
Comparison map view
Instructions view
Time map view
Distance/Time view
Distance/Price view

ST1 ST2 ST3 ST4 ST5 ST6

Table 5.31: Interactive views and their relation with supported subtasks.
the ride is highlighted by using yellow color in the comparison map view
and in the temporal heat map, as well as in the distance/time view. The
origin and destination zones are defined by clicking on the circle button ( )
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Figure 5.15: TAXIAnalyzer screenshot, dashboard supporting the comparison of Tappsi rides. a. Comparison map view showing Bogotá, origin and
destination zone and the Tappsi rides. b. Instructions view presenting a
guide to select origin and destination areas and to load Tappsi rides. c.
Time map view representing the day and hour of Tappsi rides filtered in the
comparison map view. d. Distance/Time view showing the distance (Y axis)
and time (X axis) of Tappsi rides filtered in the comparison map view.
and dragging the mouse to create the circle. Additionally, while dragging to
create a circle, the size in meters of the radius is shown. After drawing a
circle, the edit button ( ) and the delete button ( ) are enabled in order
to translate, scale, or remove the circle.
Instructions view The instructions view shows three instructions as shown
in Figure 5.15b:
1. Select the origin zone.
2. Select the destination zone.
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3. Click to get the rides and the button ”Get rides” to visualize the rides.
Then, after clicking in this view, the number of loaded rides is shown.
Time map view The time map view shows the distribution of rides over
time and their data quality issues simultaneously. On the X axis are the 24
hours of the day, while on the Y axis are the seven days of a week. Every
square represents an hour and is coded by using color saturation, darker
color means more rides. Furthermore, when there are data quality issues in
any ride, the square is partially covered by a black rectangle as shown in
Figure 5.15c.
In this view, a square is highlighted by a yellow border on mouse over.
Further, the ride is filtered in the comparison map view and it is highlighted
in the distance/time view.
The possible visualization techniques for this kind of data are scatterplot,
line graph, and heat map (Table 5.30). Scatterplot is suitable for large datesets. However, occlusion of points by other points is possible and it is not
easy to identify patterns or frequent values. Line graph is feasible, but overlapping of lines is not desirable. The heat map is most suitable as it clearly
visualizes the day, the hour, and the number of rides without overlapping.
Distance/Time view The distance/time view shows the relation between
distance and time of rides (as shown in Figure 5.15d). The X axis represents
the time in minutes, while the Y axis represents the distance in kilometers.
The slope of the graph can be interpreted as the velocity of the ride. In this
view, the exact value of a point is shown on mouse over.
The possible visualization techniques are scatterplot, scatterplot matrix,
line plot, parallel coordinates, radar plot, and bar chart. (Table 5.30). Scatterplot is suitable for many points; nevertheless, the relation between points
is not easy to keep and estimating the slope is difficult. Scatterplot matrix is valid for large datasets but the temporal reference is keep. However,
too much space is required. Parallel coordinates are suitable, however the
temporal reference is not represented. Radar plot is suitable for cyclic temporal data. Nevertheless, the comparison is not easy. Finally, the line plot
is suitable because the sequence of points is easy to follow, and the slope is
visualized explicitly.
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Figure 5.16: Distance/Price view showing the distance and price (Y axis)
and rides (X axis) filtered in the comparison map view.
Distance/Price view The distance/price view shows the distance and
the price of all rides filtered in the comparison map view (as shown in Figure 5.16). Additionally, this view represents the relation between distance
and price for the rides. This view consists of a bar chart with two axes, one
for the distance and another one for the price. The distance is encoded by
using brown color, while price is mapped to blue color.
The suitable visualization techniques are scatterplot, scatterplot matrix,
line plot, parallel coordinates, radar plot, and bar chart (Table 5.30). Scatterplot is suitable if the number of rides is large; however, the comparison
between them is not easy. Scatterplot matrix represent several variables simultaneously. However, huge space on the screen is required. Radar plot and
Line plot only represents 2 variables, and here distance, price, and rides are
required to be shown. Parallel coordinates are suitable if the number of rides
is large, but additional interaction techniques are required to implement this
visualization technique. Finally, bar charts were chosen as they support an
easy comparison between the distances and the prices of the rides.
The distance/time view and the distance/price view share the same position on the screen by using an interchangeable tab as shown in Figure 5.15d
and Figure 5.16.

5.2.4

Implementation

The application is web-based and uses a client-server pattern. Both are
implemented in Javascript. On the client side, libraries such as D3.js and
C3.js support the creation of the visualizations, while Angular.js is used to
manage the different views of the application (one view for every analysis
task). Node.js is used on the server side and PostgreSQL with the PostGis
extension is used as database.
The Web environment was selected in order to ease the accessibility of
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the application by the users. Additionally, all the libraries are chosen due
to their usefulness and their documentation. The application supporting the
two analysis tasks is called TAXIAnalyzer.

5.2.5

Evaluation

TAXIAnalyzer was evaluated to assess its usefulness and usability. Furthermore, it was evaluated, if the inclusion of data quality is beneficial to
perform the analysis tasks. The selected participants should have experience
analyzing transport phenomena and Tappsi operation, and know Bogotá geographically.
Protocol
The evaluation consists of three parts: introduction, part I, and part II.
The introduction comprises a description of the test, a consent form, and
an experience profile of the participant. For the introduction, the estimated
time is 5 minutes. The parts I and II aim at evaluating the support of
TAXIAnalyzer for analysis task 1 and analysis task 2, respectively. Each
part has four steps: tutorial, free interaction, assessment, and survey. The
estimated times for each part are: 5 minutes for the tutorial, 3 minutes to
interact with the application freely, 15 minutes for the assessment, and 10
minutes for the survey.
Part I: exploration of Tappsi rides For part I, the assessment consists
of 5 activities:
A1 Identify the most expensive ride for 2014-01-11 5:00.
A2 Identify the period of time with most rides on Sunday January 10th,
2014.
A3 Identify the number of rides with believability less than 90%.
A4 Load context information.
A5 Find 3 rides with and 3 rides without data quality issues.
The survey contains 10 questions and statements:
Q1 The layout of the application is helpful.
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Q2 It is easy to perceive the data quality features in the Map view.
Q3 It is easy to perceive the data quality features in the Bar graph view.
Q4 Is the context information useful?
Q5 Is the context information complete?
Q6 I consider that the data quality features complement the analysis.
Q7 I consider that the data quality features make the analysis more difficult.
Q8 I consider that the application tested in this evaluation makes the analysis
task easier.
Q9 How frequently do you use this kind of tools for analyzing traffic phenomena or Tappsi operation?
Q10 What tools do you use for visualizing and analyzing traffic phenomena
or Tappsi operation? e.g. ArcGis, Quantum Gis, Excel, Vissim/Visum,
R project for statistical computing.
Questions Q1 to Q8 use a 5-point Likert-Scale (strongly agree, agree,
neutral, disagree, and strongly disagree) with an additional answer ”I do
not know” and additional space for comments. Q9 uses a 5-frequencies scale
(always, frequent, sometimes, rarely, and never).
Part II: comparison of Tappsi rides For part II, the assessment consists
of selecting the rides starting in AV Boyaca/Calle 26 and rides ending at El
Dorado airport with a radius of less than 500 meters for the origin and
destination zones, and of performing 4 activities:
A6 Identify how many rides go from AV Boyaca/Calle 26 to the airport.
A7 Find which ride is the most expensive.
A8 Determine which day has most rides.
A9 Identify which hour has most rides.
The survey contains 7 questions and statements:
Q11 Which of the provided visualizations include data quality issues?
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Q12 I consider that the comparison analysis tool eases the comparison of
Tappsi rides.
Q13 It is easy to compare the rides’ velocities in the distance/time view.
Q14 It is easy to compare the distances in the distance/price view.
Q15 It is easy to compare the prices in the distance/price view.
Q16 It is easy to perceive the data quality features in the comparison map
view.
Q17 It is easy to perceive the data quality features in the time map view.
Q11 asks about the presence of data quality issues in four views (comparison map view, time map view, distance/time view, and distance/price view ).
Questions Q12 –Q17 use a 5-point Likert-Scale with an additional answer ”I
do not know” and space for comments.
Results and analysis
Six experts, two women and four men, participated. All participants have
experience analyzing transport and Tappsi operation, and they know Bogotá
geographically. Two of them have between one and two years of experience
and the other four participants have less than one year of experience.
Results: part I For the assessment step, in activity A1 , three out of six
participants performed this activity successfully. All the participants successfully achieved task A2 . For A3 , all the participants successfully identified
the number of rides with the given believability. For A4 , all the participants
loaded context information correctly. Finally, for activity A5 the participants achieved 88% correctness identifying rides with DQ issues and 100%
correctness identifying rides without DQ problems.
Regarding the survey, in question Q1 four out of of six participants agreed
and two strongly agreed. For Q2 four participants strongly agreed and two
agreed. For question Q3 , four participants agreed and two were neutral.
For question Q4 four participants agreed and two were neutral. For Q5 two
participants strongly agreed, two agreed, and one was neutral, while one
did not know. For question Q6 , four participants agreed and two strongly
agreed. For Q7 three participants strongly disagreed and three disagreed. For
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question Q8 four participants strongly agreed and two agreed. Finally, for
questions Q9 and Q10 , two participants always, two participants frequently,
and two participants sometimes use this kind of applications. Additionally,
the most frequent application used is ArcGis with a satisfaction level of 4
(on a 1-5 scale, were 1 is unsatisfied and 5 is complete satisfaction). Other
common applications are Quantum Gis and Excel with a satisfaction level of
3 and 4, respectively.
Findings: part I The results for activity A1 show, that it is difficult to
identify the most expensive rides in the map view. This result is due to the
lack of mouse over in the parallel coordinates visualization included in the
rides view. The results of activity A2 show that the bar graph view is effective
and easy to understand, and the data quality issues are perceived correctly.
Successful results of activity A3 are a consequence of the filtering provided
in the DQD view. The good results for activity A4 are a result of the clear
distribution of the views and instructions in the options view.
Regarding the survey, regarding results for Q1 , it is possible to conclude
that the layout of the application is clear and useful. According to Q2 , the DQ
issues are easy to perceive in the map view. Taking Q2 results into account,
the DQ features are easy to perceive in the bar graph view. However, the
DQ mapping could be improved to get a better perception. For questions Q4
and Q5 , the context information is useful. However, the context information
should be complemented. For question Q6 , the participants agreed that DQ
features complement the analysis. Similarly, for question Q7 , the participants
consider that DQ features do not make the analysis process more complex.
Question Q8 shows, that the developed application eases the analysis
task. Considering the results of Q9 and Q10 , the participants use this kind
of applications and they are just satisfied. However, new applications are
required to bring them a better satisfaction level and to ease the analysis
process.
Results: part II For the assessment step, for activity A6 all the participants correctly found the number of rides. For activity A7 , four out of six
participants correctly identified the most expensive ride. For activity A8 , all
the participants successfully identified the day with most rides. For activity
A9 , four out of six participants successfully determined the hour with most
rides.
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For the survey, in question Q11 all participants successfully identified the
views with data quality features (comparison map view and time map view ).
For question Q12 , all participants agreed. For Q13 three strongly agreed, two
agreed, and one was neutral. For questions Q14 and Q15 , two participants
strongly agreed and four agreed. For Q16 four participants strongly agreed
and two agreed. For question Q17 , two participants strongly agreed and four
agreed.
Findings: part II For the assessment step, the results of activity A6 show,
that it is easy to identify the exact number of rides. All the participants
correctly found the number of rides due to the value being explicitly shown
in the instructions view. The result of A7 shows that the distance/price
view is effective; however, the position (an interchangeable tab with the
distance/time view ) is not optimal. The success of A8 is due to the effective
encoding in the time map view ; however, this result may be affected by the
amount of rides selected for this activity. The activity A9 result confirms
that the encoding in the time map view is appropriate, but the comparison
of the 24 hours of a day is not easy with this view.
Considering the results of the survey, for Q11 , it is possible to conclude
that the visual variable selected for encoding data quality (color hue) is
effective and clear for the participants. According to results of Q12 , the
comparison analysis tool implemented eases the comparison of Tappsi rides.
Regarding Q13 , it is easy to compare velocities between rides; however, one
participant had remarks concerning the velocity estimation. From questions
Q14 and Q15 is possible to conclude, that it is easy to compare distances and
prices in the distance/price view. Question Q16 confirms (according to the
results of activity A8 ), that it is easy to perceive the data quality features in
the comparison map view and that the encoding is effective. According to
question Q17 , it is easy to perceive the data quality features in the time map
view.
Discussion
TAXIAnalyzer is an application to support the visual exploration and comparison of Tappsi rides. The six experts agreed that the application is useful
and usable. Additionally, the experts consider that the inclusion of data
quality features is important and that our approach is clear and effective.
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5.2.6

Conclusion

An application to support the analysis and comparison of taxi rides called
TAXIAnalyzer is presented. The application support the real analysis due
to it uses real data. However, for the comparision of trides the response time
should be improved.
The applied methodology is effective. However, minor changes in the
specification are required. The preparation data and the interactive design
stage of the methodology were test successfully. From this case study a gap
by using DQ for streaming data is identified. Additionally, two DQD were
defined and assessed.

5.3

Analyzing bus routes in Bogotá

The analysis of bus routes is motivated by the goals of estimating traffic
patterns, as well as analyzing public transport performance. Nowadays, new
devices and technologies enable tracking all vehicles in real time; however,
new challenges appear. The processing of streaming data and its quality are
challenges while analyzing this data.
The analysis of bus routes in Bogotá case study uses four month of data
of a bus service in Bogotá. The goal of this case study is to analyze the
behavior of a route and its services (instances of a route) and to identify
points and hours with high traffic.
The analysis of bus routes is classically performed by using specialized
software in real time; however, the historical analysis is not provided most
of the time. This application supports historical analysis and the inclusion
of data quality metrics while analyzing the route.

5.3.1

Analysis task identification

The analysis tasks are identified with the help of experts in transportation.
Two main types of analysis are identified: offline analysis and online analysis.
For the offline analysis, the analysis tasks are: (1) historical exploration of
bus services and (2) and which was the status of a bus route/service?. On the
other hand, for the online analysis the analysis task is: which is the current
status of a bus route?
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Analysis task 1: analysis of bus route/service
• Task description: To know the status of a bus route, bus service,
and associated variables at a certain date.
• Type: Observation
• Visual operations: Identify, locate, and associate.
• Interaction operations: Select, explore, filter, and connect.
• Associated data: Historical data about idbus , positionbus , directionbus ,
trajectoryroute , velocitybus , timestampbus , and f uelConsumptionbus .
• Subtasks:
ST1 Where were the buses?
ST2 When are buses covering the route?
ST3 How is the velocity of the route?
ST4 Where are traffic problems?
ST5 When are traffic problems?
ST6 Which buses have DQ problems?
Analysis task 2: comparison between bus routes/services
• Task description: Analyze the past status of bus routes or service
considering speed, emissions, and fuel consumption.
• Type: Observation and Evaluation
• Visual operations: Identify, associate, and compare.
• Interaction operations: Select, explore, filter, and connect.
• Associated data: idbus , positionbus , directionbus , velocitybus , timestampbus ,
trajectoryroute , emissionbus and f uelConsumptionbus .
• Subtasks:
ST1 Which service is the slowest/fastest?
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ST2 Which service has the lowest/highest consumption?
ST3 Which part of the bus route has the lowest/highest velocity?
ST4 Which part of the bus route has the lowest/highest consumption?
Analysis task 3: what is the current status of a route?
The current status of a bus route analysis task aims at monitoring a (set of)
service(s) over a route in real time.
• Task description: To know the current status of the route, the services, the buses, and the associated variables.
• Type: Observation
• Visual operations: Identify, locate, and associate.
• Interaction operations: Select, explore, filter, and connect.
• Associated data: idbus , positionbus , directionbus , velocitybus , timestampbus ,
and passengersbus .
• Subtasks:
ST1 Where are the buses?
ST2 Where are the passengers?
ST3 What is the speed of the buses?
ST4 Where were the buses?
ST5 How is the velocity of the buses along the route?
ST6 How many passengers are in the route?
ST7 How is the quality of the most recent data from the stream?
ST8 How is the quality of the stream?
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Data
idbus
directionbus

Data Type
Scalar
Scalar

Features
Ordinal
Nominal

velocitybus

Scalar

Ordinal

positionbus

Geospatial

timestampbus

Temporal

Point, Ordinal
Instant

passengersbus

Scalar

Ordinal

trajectoryroute
Geospatial
f uelConsumptionScalar

Line, Ordinal
Ordinal

emissionbus

Ordinal

Scalar

Description
Identifier of the bus
Direction of a bus
(inbound/outbound
from Portal Suba)
Instantaneous velocity
of the bus
Spatial position of a
bus
Time stamp of the position log
Number of passengers
in a bus
Trajectory of a route
Quantity of fuel spend
by a bus during a defined time
Quantity of emissions
of a bus during a defined time

Table 5.32: Dataset classification for the analysis of bus routes case study.

5.3.2

Data preparation

For this case study, one route (M84-C84) is considered; furthermore, several
services (instances of a route) are required to be analyzed. The dataset
consists of 1,205,251 registers from buses covering the route (M84-C84). A
register is a GPS position, a timestamp, and a set of attributes associated.
As a result of a spatial accuracy verification, 1,201,323 registers are selected.
The registers range from March 31st to June 9th, 2015. The classification of
the complete dataset for this case study is shown in Table 5.32.
From the existing data for this case study, additional data can be derived
such as: the emissions or the fuel consumption of buses. The emissions
estimation uses a simplified model in order to estimate the CO2 emissions
depending on the velocity and on the type of the vehicle. Similarly, the fuel
consumption is estimated based on the velocity.
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DQD
Accuracy
Consistency
Completeness
Believability
Currency
Timeliness
Subjectivity

Data Type

AT1

AT2

AT3

Table 5.33: Summary of the DQD selection process for the analysis of bus
routes case study.
Data quality selection and assessment
The DQD are selected by performing the Selection of DQD process presented
in Section 3.2. The data types for the selection are: spatial, temporal, and
scalar. The analysis task types are: observation and evaluation. The result
of the selection process is summarized in Table 5.33.
The selected DQDs for this case study are: accuracy, consistency, believability, currency, and timeliness. The DQ assessment is performed as
follows:
1. The accuracy of a register (R) is estimated by defining a domain (D) for
each attribute (A) and by testing if the attribute is part of the domain
or not (as shown in Equation 5.10). After testing every attribute, an
average is estimated to get a normalized value from 0 to 1, as shown in
Equation 5.11.
(
1, if A ∈ D
α(A) =
0, otherwise
n−1
P

Accuracy(R) =

(5.10)

α(Ai )

i=0

n

(5.11)

2. Consistency is estimated by using a set of semantic rules defined by the
experts. The semantic rule of this case study is:
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• The most recent position (pk ) must have a higher distance (distance from the origin to the current position) than the last position
along the route. distance(pk ) > distance(pk−1 ).
3. Believability is estimated by using the expression described in Section 3.5.1, considering, only accuracy and consistency.
4. Currency and timeliness are estimated by using the Equations 2.4 and
2.5 respectively.
Data stream generation
In order the support analysis task 3 (AT3 ), a data stream is required. Therefore, a simulation of a data stream will be used. The stream generation is
synchronous and it requires the period and the size of the data to produce.
The data stream aims at testing a real scenario of analysis and the assessment
of data quality dimensions for this kind of data.

5.3.3

Interactive visualization design

Following the process presented in Section 4.3, three interactive visualizations
are designed supporting the analysis tasks 1, 2, and 3 (AT1 , AT2 , and AT3 ).
Interactive visualization design for AT1
Considering the data types, a set of suitable visualization techniques are
selected by using as reference Tables A.1, A.5, and B.3. They are presented
in Table 5.34.
For this analysis task, four attributes are important: positionbus , velocitybus ,
trajectoryroute , timestampbus , and f uelConsumptionbus . For the positionbus ,
a dot map was selected because the spatial reference is important, while pixel
maps do not keep it. In addition, the dots are color coded by representing
the velocitybus . For the trajectoryroute representation, network maps are used
(selection from domain knowledge, Section 4.3). Similarly, the segments of
the network map are color coded by representing the velocitybus . Finally,
regarding the timestampbus visualization, tile maps are used to represent a
complete week by using intervals of 15 minutes. As a result, the interaction
techniques are selected depending on these visualization techniques. The
selected interaction techniques are summarized in Table 5.35.
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Data
directionbus
velocitybus

Data Type
Scalar
Scalar

Features
Nominal
Ordinal

positionbus

Geospatial

timestampbus

Temporal

Point, Ordinal
Instant

trajectoryroute Geospatial

Line, Ordinal

f uelConsumption
Scalar

Ordinal

Visualization technique
Line graph and bar chart.
Scatterplot, scatterplot matrices, line graph, parallel
coordinates, radar plot, and
bar chart.
Dot maps and pixel maps
Point plot, line plot, bar
graph, silhouette graph,
gantt chart, and tile maps
Line diagram,
network
maps, and flow maps
Scatterplot, scatterplot matrices, line graph, parallel
coordinates, radar plot, and
bar chart.

Connecting

Abstracting

Encoding

Reconfiguring

Filtering

Selection

Visualization technique
Dot maps
Network maps
Tile maps

Navigation

Table 5.34: Suitable visualization techniques for analysis task 1.

Table 5.35: Interaction techniques for analysis task 1.
The interactive application to support analysis task 1 consists of three
views: Map View, Time Map View, and Options View. Table 5.36 presents
the interactive views and the subtask that they support.
Map View The Map view shows a 2D map representing Bogotá with the
bus routes (Figure 5.17a). The positions of the buses are represented by
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View
Map View
Time Map View
Options View

ST1 ST2 ST3 ST4 ST5 ST6

Table 5.36: Interactive views and their relation with the supported subtasks.

Figure 5.17: a. Map View representing the bus positions for Route M84C84. b. Time View representing the number of buses for a complete week.
c. Options View showing the parameters to modify the visualization.
using circles, while the velocity of the buses is represented by using a 3 scale
color. The color scale has red, yellow, green, and black (as shown in the
legend of Figure 5.17a) meaning low velocity, medium velocity, high velocity,
and positions with DQ issues.
Additionally, the trajectory of a route is represented by using segments.
These segments are color coded by using the same color scale as the positions visualization in order to represent the velocity of the route as shown in
Figure 5.18. For this view, navigation and mouse over positions are enabled.
Time view The Time View is presented in Figure 5.17b. It represents the
number of buses covering a route over one week. The x-axis represents a
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Figure 5.18: a. Trajectory of Route M84-C84 with minor DQ issues. b.
Trajectory of Route M84-C84 with important DQ problems.
day with 96 time intervals (squares) of 15 minutes each. The y-axis shows
the seven days of a week. Every square is color coded by using a three color
scale according to the number of buses covering this route. Additionally, on
mouse over or click, the square is highlighted by using a cyan border. A
square is selected by clicking on it and the Map View is updated with the
bus positions for the clicked interval.
Options View The Options View allows to modify the values of six parameters and one update button. The first parameter is the Lag parameter
that specifies the number of points used to estimate the velocity. The Direction parameter filters the service of a route using three criteria: Outbound,
Inbound, or Both. The Speed Ranges 1 and 2 define the thresholds to define
low, medium, and high velocity. The speed ranges are set by the users by
using text boxes. Similarly, the Distance range 1 and 2 are defined.
Interactive visualization design for AT2
A set of suitable visualization techniques were selected by using as reference Tables A.1, A.5, and B.3. They are summarized in Table 5.37.
For this analysis task, the priority attributes used are emmisionsbus and
f uelConsumptionbus . For the f uelConsumptionbus , two visualization tech139

Data
Data Type
trajectoryroute Geospatial

Features
Line, Ordinal

f uelConsumption
Scalar
bus

Ordinal

emissionbus

Ordinal

Scalar

Visualization technique
Line diagram,
network
maps, and flow maps
Scatterplot, scatterplot matrices, line graph, parallel
coordinates, radar plot, and
bar chart.
Scatterplot, scatterplot matrices, line graph, parallel
coordinates, radar plot, and
bar chart.

Connecting

Abstracting

Encoding

Reconfiguring

Filtering

Selection

Visualization technique
Network maps
Line graph

Navigation

Table 5.37: Suitable visualization techniques for analysis task 2.

Table 5.38: Interaction techniques for analysis task 2.
niques were selected by using domain knowledge criteria (more details are
given in Section 4.3): line graph to show the fuel consumption and a network
map to locate geographically the fuel consumption. Similarly, for the emissions, a network map is selected. Considering the visualization techniques, a
set of interaction techniques were selected. They are presented in Table 5.38.
The design to support analysis task 2 provides two views with several
visualization options and a control view: Map View, Fuel Consumption View,
and Options View.
Map view The map is a 2D map showing the city and the bus routes. For
this view, three attributes can be visualized: fuel consumption, emissions,
and velocity. The fuel consumption uses a network map representing the
route and the segments are color coded depending on the value (as shown
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in Figure 5.19b). The emissions visualization shows the complete route by
using a heat map representing the amount of emissions along the route (Figure 5.20). The emission level is mapped to the color and blurriness of a circle.
Finally, the velocity is presented by a dot map similar to the visualization
supporting of AT1 .

Figure 5.19: (a.) Options View with the options to select by users. (b.)Map
View showing the fuel consumption of the Route M84

Fuel consumption view The Fuel Consumption View is a line chart showing three visualization options to support the analysis task. The first option
is the consumption of a service, one bus covering the route (Figure 5.21(a)).
The second option is the consumption of the same bus during the day (different services of one bus, Figure 5.21(b)). The third option is the consumption
of different services at the same time (Figure 5.21(c)).
Options view The Options View provides an interface to select the data
interval to analyze the bus route(s). Additionally, this view contains an
interface to select the data options such as: the number of the bus, the
number of the service (expedition), and the direction of the route. Finally,
this view includes an update button to refresh the views. This view is shown
in Figure 5.19a.
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Figure 5.20: Map View showing the emissions for the Route M84
Interactive visualization design for AT3
Considering the data required to perform this analysis task, a set of suitable
visualization techniques was selected which is presented in Table 5.39. From
the suitable visualization techniques, selection from domain knowledge is
used (as introduced in Section 4.3). As a result, dots maps are used to
represent the bus positions because this technique keeps the geographical
reference. For the velocity, the color in the dot maps is used (showing the
instantaneous velocity). Moreover, a line graph of the distance vs. time,
representing the velocity is included (showing the last values of velocity). For
the DQDs, parallel coordinates are used to show all of them simultaneously.
For the integrated value of DQ (believability), a gauge chart is used. Finally,
the interaction techniques for these visualization techniques are presented in
Table 5.40.
The design for analysis task 3 consists of six views supporting the eight
subtasks: Map View, Options View, Passengers View, Temporal View, DQ
View, and Detailed View. The relation between the views and subtasks is
presented in Table 5.41.
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(a) Fuel consumption of a service.

(b) Fuel consumption of different services for one bus.

(c) Fuel consumption of different services at the same time.

Figure 5.21: Fuel Consumption View.
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Data
positionbus

Data Type
Geospatial

velocitybus

Scalar

Features
Point, Ordinal
Ordinal

directionbus

Scalar

Ordinal

timestampbus

Temporal

Instant

passengersbus

Scalar

Ordinal

Visualization technique
Dot maps and pixel maps
Scatterplot, scatterplot matrices, line graph, parallel
coordinates, radar plot, and
bar chart.
Scatterplot, scatterplot matrices, line graph, parallel
coordinates, radar plot, and
bar chart.
Point plot, line plot, bar
graph, silhouette graph,
gantt chart, and tile maps
Scatterplot, scatterplot matrices, line graph, parallel
coordinates, radar plot, and
bar chart.

Connecting

Abstracting

Encoding

Reconfiguring

Filtering

Selection

Visualization technique
Dot maps
Line graph
Parallel coordinates
Gauge chart

Navigation

Table 5.39: Suitable visualization techniques for analysis task 3.

Table 5.40: Interaction techniques for analysis task 3.
Map view The Map View is a 2D map showing the city as well as the
last position, and the velocity of buses (as shown in Figure 5.22a). It shows
the most recent data from the stream. This view uses a dot map to show
the position of buses and color to represent the velocity using a three color
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Interactive View
Map View
Options View
Passengers View
Temporal View
DQ View
Detailed DQ View

ST1 ST2 ST3 ST4 ST5 ST6 ST7 ST8

Table 5.41: Interactive views and their relation to the supported subtasks
for AT3 .

Figure 5.22: a. Map View. b. Options View. c. Passengers View. d.
Temporal View. e. DQ View. f. Detailed DQ View.
scale (green, yellow, and red meaning high, medium, and low velocity, respectively).
In this view, the user can navigate by holding the mouse click. The mouse
wheel allows to zoom in or zoom out. Additionally, on mouse over a circle,
detailed information of the bus position is displayed.
Options view The Options View (Figure 5.22b), provides control over the
simulated streaming data source. The two parameters that can be configured
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are: stream period and stream size. The stream period defines the interval of
time for the synchronous data stream. The stream size defines the number of
bus positions to send during every time interval. Finally, this view contains
two buttons: one to start streaming the data and another button to stop the
streaming.
Passengers view The Passengers view shows the number of passengers
on each bus covering the route. The Passengers view is presented in Figure 5.22c. This view contains a bar chart that eases the comparison between
bars. Each bar represents a bus, and the length of the bar represents the
number of passenger in the bus.
Temporal view The Temporal view represents two attributes and three
DQDs over time. In this view, it is possible to visualize the current and the
past state of the attributes and of the DQDs. The two attributes are: velocity
(distance vs. time) and velocity along the route (velocity vs. distance). The
three DQDs are: accuracy, completeness, and currency.
The distance vs. time visualization is shown in Figure 5.22d. This visualization contains a line chart representing the time on the x-axis and the
distance of the bus from the origin on the y-axis. As a result, the slope
represents the velocity of the bus. Similarly, the velocity along the route
visualization shows the distance of the bus with respect to the origin of the
service on the x-axis, and the velocity of the bus on the y-axis. As a consequence, the velocity along the route is represented as shown in Figure 5.23.
This visualization aims at identifying low or high velocity zones in the route.
The three DQDs are visualized using a line chart. On the x-axis, the
time stamp is shown, while the DQD value is shown on the y-axis. This
visualization aims at representing the DQD over time. Figure 5.24 shows the
temporal visualization for the completeness DQD. In the figure, it is possible
to see, that for the first values, a set of bus registers is not complete.
For this view, mouse over a line shows the exact value. Additionally, the
user can select or deselect a bus by clicking on the legend. This view has five
tabs, one for each visualization.
DQ view The DQ view represents the global quality of the most recent
register from the stream, as shown in Figure 5.22e. This view includes a
gauge chart that represents the believability of a register, the most recent in
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Figure 5.23: Temporal View showing the velocity (y-axis) of several buses
over time (x-axis).

Figure 5.24: Temporal View showing the completeness (y-axis) of several
buses over time (x-axis).
this case. The values of believability are a normalized from ”0” to ”1”, and
are represented by using percentages. Additionally, the gauge chart is color
coded by using green, yellow, and red meaning good, acceptable, and bad
data quality, respectively.
Detailed DQ view The Detailed DQ view represents the data quality of
each register that arrives from the data stream. Figure 5.22f shows this view.
For this case study, every register (a register is a set of attribute values or a
row in a table) represents a bus and includes its position, velocity, and number of passengers, among others. This view contains a parallel coordinates
visualization. Four axes represent the id of the bus, and three DQDs: accuracy, completeness, and currency. Every line in the visualizations represents
a bus. Additionally, brushing, and filtering are included in this visualization.
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5.3.4

Implementation

The implementation of the interactive application to support the analysis
tasks of this case study uses a client server architecture. The server side
uses NodeJs and PostgreSQL with the PostGis extension. The client side,
Javascript as programming language and a set of libraries to support the
visualizations such as D3.js and C3.js are used.
The Web environment is selected in order to ease the accessibility of
the application by the users. Another advantage of this implementation
is that all the compute intensive estimations are performed by the server.
This implementation consists of three interactive applications, one for each
analysis task.

5.3.5

Evaluation

The evaluation for this case study is performed in two steps. The first step
is a validation of the interactive visualizations with a visualization expert.
The goal here is to test the usability of the application and to validate the
selection of visualizations and interaction techniques in order to guarantee
an effective interactive visualization. The second step is a use case with an
expert in order to test the usability and the usefulness of the application.
Protocol
The protocol of the evaluation consists of three stages. First, the application
is introduced to the participant showing the main features of the applications,
as well as all visualizations. Second, the participant is allowed to interact
freely with the application while talking aloud about actions or tasks performed. Finally, the participant is interviewed about the usability and about
the usefulness of the application. The complete test takes approximately one
hour. Only the visualizations for AT1 and AT2 were evaluated due to time
considerations.
Results
Regarding the first step—validation with one visualization expert—and the
visualizations for AT1 , the participant agreed with the chosen graphical variables, and the use of a three color scale to encode the bus velocity. However,
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overlapping occurs when there are too many points simultaneously. The participant did not agree with the Options View and an emergent dialog box is
recommended. Additionally, the participant suggested to limit the boundary
of the map to the route (for panning), and the maximum/minimum zoom
depending on the routes and the city. For the Time View, the participant
considers that there are too many squares representing a day (96 squares,
one every 15 minutes).
Regarding the visualizations for of AT2 , the participant did not agree
with showing the DQ View and the Detailed DQ View simultaneously. The
participant suggests to present the second one only on demand. Additionally,
the velocity along the route is not clear for him, a better visualization is
recommended. Moreover, the default value of a stream period was changed
from five to three seconds as suggested by the participant in order to avoid
waiting too much.
Regarding the use case with an application area expert and the visualizations for of AT1 , the participant considers that the response time when
selecting several periods is acceptable. However, the overlapping of too many
points is not recommended and makes the analysis difficult. The variable
thresholds to define high, medium, and low velocity are really useful because
different experts could define different velocity criteria. The number of buses
in the Time View is useful, but a valuable color scale is needed. The Map
View with points is good, but not interesting for the participant due to the
overlap of the points. In contrast, the Map View with the trajectory route
is really useful and interesting for traffic analysis.
Regarding the visualizations for of AT2 , the participant considers the
use of real time data important, and considers that the simulation of the
streaming data is a good approximation; however, for real analysis, updated
data is required. The Passengers View is really interesting, but only the
current value can be analyzed. For the participant, the historical trend is
more important in order to identify critical stations. The participant finds
the DQ View and the Detailed DQ View interesting and useful; however, the
DQ View is sufficient for him.

5.3.6

Conclusion

This section presented an interactive application to support the analysis of
bus routes in Bogotá. The application uses real data and it supports real
analysis. However, to take real decisions more updated data is required.
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The proposed methodology (VafusQ) was used in order to design and
implement the application for this case study. The complete methodology
was tested successfully. This case study includes static data and streaming
data showing the effectiveness and flexibility of the methodology.

5.4

Conclusion

This chapter presents three case studies that are the evidence of the effectiveness of the VafusQ. Additionally, all the case studies were tested with
expert user on real conditions. The cases studies were developed in and iterative way improving the methodology after each case study. As a result,
the methodology was validated and improved. The methodology is validated
and ready to be extended to other domains.
The results of the user test shows that the applications are useful, effective and usable. The three case studies uses real data to support real
analysis. However, for better analysis, updated data is required. The application provide a good support to the experts and the response times are
acceptable. However, for the comparison of tappsi rides some queries take
too much time.
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Chapter 6
Challenges and opportunities
The data quality field is an important research area that has been neglected
for by many years. Currently, many approaches for uncertainty and data
quality dimensions are developed and published. However, further research
is necessary. Every year, consultant companies prepare reports about losses
and benefits because of bad or good data quality. But most of the times, the
methods to improve the data quality are not effective. On the other hand,
with the arrival of new technologies and data sources, new challenges appear.
Considering my electronic engineering background, for me data quality
problems are similar to the noise in electromagnetic waves: it is not possible
to remove 100% of the noise. Consequently, data quality is a real and hard
issue and we will have to always deal with it, we can reduce it, but we can
not completely remove it.
The challenges and opportunities can be seen from two points of view:
the modeling and the visualization. From the modeling point of view, custom
metrics to assess data quality are required, especially for streaming data. An
important gap here is the lack of practical methods to assess data quality. For
streaming data, online methods are required, they must be fast and reliable;
however, nowadays it is a trade off.
For the visual analytics community, the data quality is an important
but neglected issue. Here, the data quality should affect machine learning
algorithms and the interaction techniques, among others.
Similarly, for the urban systems analysis, the experts should consider DQ
in their analysis in order to take more informed decisions. How to motivate
experts to consider DQ is an existing gap. Another research opportunity
from the cognitive point of view is the measurement to the cognitive load
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during data analysis while considering its quality.
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Conclusions
This research produced many results, the most important results are summarized below.
The literature of data quality modeling and visualization was reviewed,
including two approaches to study DQ: uncertainty and data quality dimensions. From the visualization point of view, its theoretical foundations were
reviewed.
A method to extend data models in order to include DQDs was presented.
The method focuses on urban systems modeling. However, this method can
be extended to other domains with minor changes. Two DQDs were proposed
in order to represent particular phenomena in urban planning; however, they
can be used in or extended to similar domains.
VafusQ, a methodology to generate interactive applications supporting
urban planning was presented. Additionally, an extension of the visualization
pipeline was developed in order to generate interactive visualizations with DQ
features. Three case studies have been performed by using the methodology.
From their evaluation, it can be concluded, that VafusQ is a useful and
effective methodology that could be extended to other domains.
Finally, the contributions of this research are:
1. A methodology to extend data models to include data quality features,
including two new data quality dimensions in the context of urban
systems.
2. A methodology to generate interactive applications supporting urban
planning with an extension of the visualization pipeline to represent
data quality features.
3. Three cases studies with domain experts that proof the usability, usefulness, and effectiveness of the methodologies.
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Appendix A
Visualization and interaction
techniques depending on data
types
In this appendix, the visualization and interaction techniques suitable for certain data types are listed. Therefore, the data types are classified into three
categories used frequently in urban planning processes: geospatial, temporal,
and scalar data.

A.1

Geospatial data

According to Ward et al. [46], the geospatial data can be classified into four
categories: point phenomena, line phenomena, area phenomena, and surface
phenomena. Further, they define the data types: Ordinal and Nominal. In
Table A.1, the visualization techniques are related to the categories and the
data types.
Based on the visualization techniques (according to Stasko et al. [50]),
there is a set of suggested interaction techniques. They are presented in
Table A.2.

A.2

Temporal data

There are many different options to classify temporal data as proposed by
Aigner et al. [2]; however, for the urban systems analysis, it is enough to
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Visualization technique
Symbol maps
Dot maps
Land use maps
Pixel maps
Line diagrams
Network maps
Flow maps and edge bundling
Choropleth maps
Cartograms
Isoline maps
Surface maps

Point
N
O

Line

Area

Surface

N
O
O, N
O, N
O, N
O
N
O
O

Connecting

Abstracting

Encoding

Reconfiguring

Filtering

Selection

Visualization technique
Symbol maps
Dot maps
Land use maps
Pixel maps
Line diagrams
Network maps
Flow maps maps and edge bundling
Choropleth maps
Cartograms
Isoline maps
Surface maps

Navigation

Table A.1: Visualization techniques depending on the data types (according
to Ward et al. [46]). O: Ordinal and N: Nominal for geospatial data. [46].

Table A.2: Interaction techniques suggested for the visualization techniques
for the geospatial data.
have instant and interval data types. The former aims at representing data
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Visualization technique
Point plot
Line plot
Bar graph/ Spike graph
Timeline
Gantt chart
Silhouette graph
Tile maps

Instant

Interval

Connecting

Abstracting

Encoding

Reconfiguring

Filtering

Selection

Visualization technique
Point plot
Line plot
Bar graph/ Spike graph
Timeline
Gantt chart
Silhouette graph
Tile maps

Navigation

Table A.3: Visualization techniques depending on the data types for temporal
data. The visualization techniques are selected based on the work of Aigner
et al. [2].

Table A.4: Interaction techniques suitable for the visualization techniques
for temporal data.
with a single time stamp, e.g., the instant velocity of a vehicle. The latter
can model events that are estimated by intervals, for example the average
velocity of the public transportation system is estimated every month. A
summary of the suitable visualization techniques for the defined data types
is presented in Table A.3. Additionally, the interaction techniques (according
to Stasko et al. [50]) related to the visualization techniques are presented in
Table A.4.
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Visualization technique
Scatterplot
Scatterplot matrices
Line graph
Parallel coordinates
Radar plot
Bar chart
Gauge chart

Univariate

multivariate

Connecting

Abstracting

Encoding

Reconfiguring

Filtering

Selection

Visualization technique
Scatterplot
Scatterplot matrices
Line graph
Parallel coordinates
Radar plot
Bar chart
Gauge chart

Navigation

Table A.5: Visualization techniques depending on the data types for univariate and multivariate data. Visualization techniques based on the work of
Ward et al. [46].

Table A.6: Interaction techniques suitable for the visualization techniques
for univariate and multivariate data.

A.3

Scalar data

All the data that is neither spatial nor temporal will be considered as scalar
(univariate or multivariate) data. The visualization techniques taken as reference are those reviewed by Ward et al. [46]. The visualization techniques
depending on the data types are presented in Table A.5. Table A.6 shows the
interaction techniques according to the visualization techniques for univariate
and multivariate data.
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Appendix B
Visualization and interaction
techniques depending on
analysis tasks
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Alternatives Assessment

Alternatives Generation

Evaluation

Observation

Visualization technique
Symbol maps
Dot maps
Land use maps
Pixel maps
Line diagrams
Network maps
Flow maps and edge bundling
Choropleth maps
Cartograms
Isoline maps
Surface maps

Table B.1: Visualization techniques for geospatial data suitable for analysis
tasks type.
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Alternatives Assessment

Alternatives Generation

Evaluation

Observation

Visualization technique
Point plot
Line plot
Bar graph/ Spike graph
Timeline
Gantt chart
Silhouette graph
Tile maps

Table B.2: Visualization techniques for temporal data suitable for analysis
tasks type.
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Alternatives Assessment

Alternatives Generation

Evaluation

Observation

Visualization technique
Scatterplot
Scatterplot matrices
Line graph
Parallel coordinates
Radar plot
Bar chart
Gauge chart

Table B.3: Visualization techniques for scalar data suitable for analysis tasks
type.
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Connecting

Abstracting

Encoding

Reconfiguring

Filtering

Selection

Navigation

Visualization technique
Symbol maps
Dot maps
Land use maps
Pixel maps
Line diagrams
Network maps
Flow maps and edge bundling
Choropleth maps
Cartograms
Isoline maps
Surface maps

Connecting

Abstracting

Encoding

Reconfiguring

Filtering

Selection

Visualization technique
Point plot
Line plot
Bar graph/ Spike graph
Timeline
Gantt chart
Silhouette graph
Tile maps

Navigation

Table B.4: Interaction techniques for geospatial data suitable for the visualization techniques.

Table B.5: Interaction techniques for temporal data suitable for the visualization techniques.
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Connecting

Abstracting

Encoding

Reconfiguring

Filtering

Selection

Navigation

Visualization technique
Scatterplot
Scatterplot matrices
Line graph
Parallel coordinates
Radar plot
Bar chart
Gauge chart

Table B.6: Interaction techniques for scalar data suitable for the visualization
techniques.
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Appendix C
Visualization and interaction
techniques according to the
visual and interactive
operations
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Compare

Associate

Locate

Identify

Visualization technique
Symbol maps
Dot maps
Land use maps
Pixel maps
Line diagrams
Network maps
Flow maps and edge bundling
Choropleth maps
Cartograms
Isoline maps
Surface maps

Compare

Associate

Locate

Visualization technique
Point plot
Line plot
Bar graph/ Spike graph
Timeline
Gantt chart
Silhouette graph
Tile maps

Identify

Table C.1: Visualization techniques for geospatial data suitable for visual
operations.

Table C.2: Visualization techniques for temporal data suitable for visual
operations.
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Compare

Associate

Locate

Identify

Visualization technique
Scatterplot
Scatterplot matrices
Line graph
Parallel coordinates
Radar plot
Bar chart
Gauge chart

Table C.3: Visualization techniques for scalar data suitable for visual operations.
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